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Warning: If you are using an out
door Radio Antenna be sure an ap
proved Lightning Arrestor properly
grounded is installed, otherwise your
Radio Antenna is considered a Eire
Hazard by the Insurance Underwrit
ers. Call 721 if you wish one of our
experts to check over your Installa
tion. House-Sherman, Inc., Electri
cians, 442 Main St., (At the Brook)—
adv.
73-8-82

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, June 25, 1932

THE WAR OF THE WHEELBARROW

friend Joe Adams, whose cobbler
shop is located next door to John’s
tonsorial parlors.
If John won Joe was to push him
in a wheelbarrow at the head of
Wednesday’s circus procession. If he
lost Joe was to be the passenger.

The circus procession, with its
blare of trumpets, bespangled riders,
and chattering monkeys, wended its
way over the familiar route, and the
several thousand spectators became
so enthralled with its blandishments
that they forget all about John and
Joe, and their private circus.
Later somebody recalled that there
was no wheelbarrow stunt, and
straightway they accused John Guis
tin of having frigid pedal extremi
ties. And John waxed wroth. Ex
ceeding wroth.
“It’s no fault of mine,” quoth the
winner of third prize in the primary
marathon. “That Joe, he no show
up.”
Taxed with his delinquency the
genia’ cobbler swallowed a mouthful
of brads and hied to the office of The
Courier-Gazette pronto. Apoplexy
threatened.
"Me!” he exclaimed. “Me! Why,
I leave my shops with seven people in
them, rush down to street half an
hour before the parade come. I look
up the street, and down the street,
yes and up the side streets, but I see
no John Guistin and no wheelbarrow.
And I tell John Guistin that he has
cold shoes. And John Guistin he say
there was too much crowd in the
streets; that he cannot push the
wheelbarrow."
And having delivered himself thus
Joe Adams’ customary smile over
spread his indignant features.
Up to date the awl has it on the
razor, with something to boot.

A STATE FIELD DAY

"HAPPINESS WEEK”

In an excess of enthusiasm over his
apparently brilliant prospects of
being nominated for sheriff John
Guistin made the time honored
wheelbarrow election bet with his

CONTRARY TO RUMOR

0

THE FORTY CLUB

CHARITY BALL

91

WILL BE PUBLIC

OAKLAND PARK

__ •"

MONDAY, JUNE 27
Aid Rockland's Social Charities

Cut-In Dances, Social Dances and
Patagonian Auction Will Be Featured

Sunday Dinner

Khn
At home when you can get a

Full Course Chicken or Turkey Dinner for
85 Cents
Special For This Sunday, we are serving Genuine
Chicken Chow Mein made at the Pekin Restaurant
at Bangor, 60 cents an order
————REAL
SHORE DINNER
for
________________________ $L25____________________
Whole Roast Stuffed Spring Chicken to Take Out
85 Cents

Paramount Restaurant & Luncheonette,
INC.

402 Main Street

Rockland

Tel. 1380

ANNOUNCEMENT
H. D. Sawyer, formerly of the Sawyer & Simmons
Undertaking Parlors of Thomaston, announces the
opening of the new H. D. Sawyer Funeral Parlors in
the Vinal Block at Thomaston.
Telephone 20 Thomaston.

Telephone 20 Warren
76’lt

This Is What Rockland Folks Ex
pected To See When John and Joe
Settled Their Election Bet

Daughters of American Revolution
Warmly Endorsed by Maine’s
To Meet at York Village Jqly 12
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., has
received its invitation to the State
field day and historic marking at
York Village July 12. On that day
Old York Chapter will join with the
Maine Conference of the Daughters
of the American Revolution in the
observance. D.A.R. headquarters will
be at the Congregational Church.
| York village.
Luncheon will be served at the
Marshall House, York Harbor.
The unveiling of a tablet and
boulder in honor of Major Samuel
Sewall, builder and designer of the
First Pile bridge in America will take
place in the afternoon at 230, at
j Sewall’s bridge, Lindsay road. The
bridge was built in 1761, yet the origi
nal piling is in use today. Points of
interest to be visited during the
morning will be at York Village the
Old Gaol museum, 1653, interesting
loan collection; Old Cemetery, in
scriptions quaint and old. Ride to
Frost Garrisons, Eliot Frost Home
stead open to Daughters of the
American Revolution. Autos with
guides will leave the Village Square.
Further information may be ob
tained from Mrs. Lester M. Bragdon,
Mrs. F. E. Frisbee of York Village,
and from Miss Katherine E. Marshall
of York Village, state chairman pub
licity, D.A.R.

CRABMEAT
FRESH DAILY

Next Week I will open a Crabmeat
Factory at 25 Water Street, Thom
aston. All flaw and leg meat.
Georges River Crabs.

MOODY’S CABINS AND DINING ROOM

25c half pound; 50c pound
Will Deliver Anywhere
Phone Thomaston 15

WALDOBORO, ME.

Harold Mitchell & Son
THOMASTON, ME.
76‘lt

NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON

ROSE-ANNE LODGE
EAST UNION, ME.
May 22

A Good Place To Eat and Sleep

1932
Nov 1
MENU
Fried Chicken Dinner .......... $1.25

LOBSTER SALAD ................................................. 65c

Chicken and Noodles ........... 51.09
(Southern Style)

FRIED CLAMS ........................................................

45c

CHICKEN PIE and CUBE STEAK DINNERS 50c

ALL HOME COOKED PASTRY

76-lt

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
LENA K. SARGENT, Prop.

ENROLL NOW

Fireworks

Private Instruction For Summer Courses
Home 994

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATCH CO
OFFERS

600 Shares Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock
A Home Company and Local Investment
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
Free-From Normal Federal Income Tax
Par Value1 $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
February, May, August and November 1 st. Callable
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
This stock, issued under the approval of the
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rockland.
Maine.

Camden-Rockland Water Co.

76STtf

2 IN. SALUTES,
box
1 DOZ. ASSORTED NOVELTY
in box,
1 DOZ. ASSORTED NOVELTY
in box,
HOUSE ON FIRE,
LIGHT HOUSES,
FIRE PLANES,
DIVING SERPENT,

.05
1.00

.50
.10
.10
.10

.05

SPARKLERS, ROMAN CANDLES,
SKY ROCKETS, ETC.
DEVIL AMONG THE TAILOR
Let us have your order now and
save the Fireworks for you until
the Fourth.

E. E. SIMMONS
272 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

75-79

FISTIC FIREWORKS

IS MAKING GOOD

One looks for pyrotechnics on a I Frederick A. Keniston who graduholiday like July Fourtl., and this I dted from Rockland High School in
year there will be fistic fireworks at | 1919 and has since been steadily
Community Park, sponsored by »h» climbing the ladder, has now been
American Legion, as a part of its In- i appointed superintendent of the St.
dependence Day celebration.
Bernard plant of the Proctor &
The main bout will feature Cy- ■ Gamble Company in Cincinnati, Ohio.
®aU?’-Who.„kI?oc^d
St. Bernard plant is the fourth
out Charles Neary of Lowell in the
main bout of the Yankee Division largest owned by that corporation,
show in Portland, vs. Billy Nevins, producing such famous brands as
young Bostonian who has 11 win Ivory, O. K., Lava and Crisco.
nings to his credit, and who defeated
Mr. Keniston received the degree
Sawyer a few weeks ago in one of of chemical engineer from Rensse
the best bouts of the season.
laer Polytechnic Institute after com
The semi-final set piece presents pleting his High School education
Bud Fisher of Rockland in a spark and joined the staff of the Proctor
ling altercation with Johnny Wilson & Gamble Company, Jan. 1st, 1928
of Bath. The local fans know Bud’s From Aug. 1, 1929, to June 20.. 1932,
calibre and they know that Wilson
must be some stepper if he ever he was production supervisor at the
climbs back through the ropes with Port Ivory plant. Staten Island.
He is a son of Mrs. W. S.
the decision.
By way of Roman Candles the Keniston, 176 Main street, Rockland,
and was instructor in mathematics
committee offers these preliminaries:
Roland Sukeforth of Rockland vs. at Rockland High School tn 1920-1921.
He is a member of the Honorary
Eddie Garvin of Bath.
Al Wilson of Rockland vs. Young Scholastic Society of Sigma Xi.
Rockland is not pleased to lose boys
Racine of Brunswick.
Blackie Levesque of Brunswick vs. of Mr. Keniston’s calibre, but is glad
to have them make good when they
Young Hooper of Rockland.
venture
afield.
Bleachers 75 cents, grandstand $1,
ringside $1.25. Ladies with escorts
a • • »
BIRDS OR OFFICIALS?
Mayor Charles M. Richardson, free.
It will be a great climax to a great
himself an enthusiastic patron of the
Congressmen Are Wondering
local Paramount Publix theatres, day.
adds his endorsement thus:
WHERE
FORD
STANDS
Which Would Have the
“Dear Mr. Dondis:
I want to express my personal ap Famous Captain Of Industry Says
Widows’ Island Refuge
preciation, and in so doing I know I
“Prohibition Is Best Method De
speak for the citizens at large, of the
In the Congressional Record of re
vised.”
fine spirit represented by ‘Happiness
cent date appeared this passage at
Week' and give it my heartiest en Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
arms:
dorsement. Publix does much to
Again Henry Ford, America’s fore
create an optimistic spirit, and in most automobile manufacturer, sup
“The Clerk called the next bill H.
my opinion all weeks are happiness ports prohibition with a ringing R. 5642, to authorize and direct the
weeks where such theatres thrive.
transfer of Widows Island, Me., by
You desire the spontaneous success statement.
“I give unreserved support to the the Secretary of the Navy to the
which I bespeak for you in this en
18th Amendment.’’ he said in a tele Secretary of Agriculture for admin
deavor.
gram to the Methodist Episcopal
Charles M. Richardson
Church General Conference, “and to istration as a jnigratory-bird refuge.
Mayor.”
“Mr. Stafford. Mr. Speaker, re
the prohibition laws because they
provide the degree of control over serving the right to object, the im
liquor which is necessary for na pression I gained from reading the
tional sobriety. As between a law report on this bill is that the Secre
Volunteers of America
which favors drinking and a law tary of Agriculture wants to have a
which favors soberness, the Ameri nice summer outing place for some
can home, and church, and school, of the officials of that department.
and workshop stand for the latter.
“Mr. LaGuardia. I thought it was
“Prohibition is the best method for the birds.
that has yet been devised to give
“Mr. Stafford. I do not think the
SATURDAY
effect to the sober sentiment of the Secretary of Agriculture has made a
nation. We have always had excel strong case, except for providing a
Taggers May Apply To
lent official cooperation in its en hibernating place for some of their
officials during tne summer months
forcement.”
Adjt. L. C. Hendershot
up ln the delightful climate of
A W. C. T. U. Woman
Maine. I therefore object.”
Smith House
It would seem Congress finds some
Downyflake doughnuts fresh every
76* It
day. 25 cents per dozen. Munro’s res thing to laugh at. even as it furnishes
taurant, 8 Park street.
76-78 the public with the same food.

TAG DAY

PSYCHIC AND SPIRIT
MEDIUM

A HAPPY ST. JOHN’S DAY

(I tell you ex
actly what
you wish to
know about
friends, ene
mies, rivals,
sweethe arts
of future wife
or husband,
as case maybe, and everything else
which you are Interested in—
without you speaking one word—
keeping nothing hidden from you,
and if I find I can help you to
make your life brighter and happi
er I will inform you so at once.
Hours from 1 p.m. to 7 p. m.
Low fee to ladies’—50c and 51-00
Satisfaction guaranteed or no fee
accepted—27 Park Street. 76*It

Claremont Commandery Has a Picnic At “The Delaware’
—Some Startling Baseball

$22.50
With Extra Trousers Free
Telephone 986-J and I will call with samples

C. A. HAMILTON
Rockland
76-77

ROCKLAND’S SIXTY-TWO SALOONS

something terrible, yet there are some
people who seem to want to see them
back again."
The Lynde Hotel fire was the big
gest conflagration Rockland had
while Capt. Cook was on the force.
The building stood on the site of
the present Hotel Rockland. It was
rebuilt as the St. Nicholas, named for
the late D. N. Bird.
The recent inquiry as to when
Barnum's Circus made its last ap
pearance in Rockland interested
Capt. Cook, for he was on duty there
with Sam Hewett.
Policemen who were his later con
temporaries were A. C. Hamilton, A.
G. Thomas, and Charles Jackson.
Being a cop was not Capt. Cook’s
only activity. He joined the FTre
Department before the Civil War
and served with the Defiance Engine
Co., of which Nat Bean was foreman.
Now that Frank Packard is dead
Capt. Cook is the sole surviving mem
ber of the Defiance company.
Nov. 20, 1885, when the late Wilder
S. Irish was sheriff, Capt. Cook was
deputized with the late Jesse W.
Peabody of Thomaston to assist in
the execution of the Australian
Daniel Wilkinson, last convict to be
hanged at the Maine State Prison..
They bound the prisoner and led him
to the scaffold. Capt. Cook says that
the doomed man remonstrated a bit
because his hands had been tied too
tightly, but that otherwise he made
no demonstration.
A woman was sentenced to be hung
the following February, but Legisla
ture meantime abolished capital
punishment.
Before he went away to war Capt.
Cook had been a seafarer. Got tired
of everlasting farming it, and chose
the broad bosom of the Atlantic as
the place far serving his nautical ap
prenticeship. So he shipped on the
William P. Cook, 93 Year Old Civil
War Veteran Who Once Counted Eagle with Capt. Saunders Curling of
Thomaston, a recollection which he
63 Saloons In Rockland
refreshes every so often by climbing
known boarding places and then the Custom House stairs and looking
fared forth to see what amusement at the picture of her in Deputy Col
lector H. W. Thorndike’s possession.
the town held in store for them.
Capt. Cook was often accompanied They sailed away to Calcutta, and
on his beat by Capt. William P- before 40 more years had elapsed they
Hurley’s St. Bernard dog Jack, and j r°Hed down to Rio, and tied up at
when the idlers refused to move off many other of the world's famous
the corners or wanted to scrap, Capt ports.
• ♦ * ♦
Cook gave the word, and the sudden
His first command was the Schoon
advent of the big St. Bernard, which
Capt. Hurley had brought from er Minnie Cobb, followed by master
Africa, accomplished what the ship of the schooners Lucy Ames,
majesty of the law had failed to do Emma C. Verrill, and Lucy Jones and
Capt. Cook was on the force 12 Erlg Wheaton. Later he went mate
years serving also under city Mar with Capt. Lucien Keen in the baric
shals Beniah P. Brackley and A. J. Charles Brewer, with Capt. William
Crockett, both long since deceased Monroe in the brig Della McLoon and
Orlando Brown had charge of the Capt. Andrew Gray in the brig Caro
night force when Capt. Cook joined line Gray. It was about 1896 that he
it. During the administrations of left the sea, although it was a sort of
Brackley and Bramhall it was neces a Patti farewell, because he was
sary to have seven regulars on the easily Induced to make other trips
•
force and they were Uncle Bill from time to time.
Was shipwrecked once when the
Witham, day man. Orlando Brown.
John Brewster (whose son later Brig Hiram Abiff went ashore at
served on the force); Cornelius Ma Long Branch, Cuba for New York.
gee. Andrew Armstrong, and last Wasn't much of a shipwreck either,
he reflects.
but not least Bill Cook.
From seafaring it was a natural
• • * •
step for Capt. Cook to become a rig
“Don’t know as I ever got a lick
ger and then work himself into the
ing," Capt. Cook said to a Couriershipyard .
Gazette reporter Thursday, “but 1
Last October he passed his 93d
have been mussed up quite a bit and
milestone, one of the most popular
had my clothes nearly torn off. I
inmates of the National Soldiers’
remember that there used to be a
Home at Togus. He sat in The Cou
rooming place called ‘The House of
rier-Gazette office Thursday still a
Blazes.' One day a girl came rush
vigorous figure, and in his handclasp
ing to the station saying there was
at parting there was a force that
trouble up there. Well I went up made the writer wince.
there and the roughnecks promptly
At 93, going on 94. Capt. Cook still
tore my clothes to pieces and took likes the world in general, and Rock
my club away. I succeeded in getting land in particular.
one of the men to the station, and
May his shadow never shrink.
accompanied by ‘Lan’ Brown, went
out and finally rounded up the
others. All were fined by Judge YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Oliver G. Hall. A. S. Rice was coun
UPON THE ROAD TO ROMANY
ty attorney.
Upon the road to Romany it's stay
friends, stay:
“At one time I counted 63 open There's
lots of love and lots of time to
linger on the way.
saloons on Maine. Winter, Lime and
P°PPlnSoonr thC twlllghtl roses for the
Sea streets. The conditions were

Back in the Seventies when Dix
The Pine Tree Outboard Motorboat ond and third place prizes are being
^land flourished and Hurricane Isle
Association is out to do things. At a nfWap^,„bnyH thr^e,
Rockland, Central Maine Power
meeting Wednesday night the re of
Co., and the Texas, Shell, Gulf and ' was in its prime—when stonecutters
gatta and racing committees decided Pan-Am Oil Companies This should
looking for a
to accept the invitation of the certainly make a plenty of InduceJ
American Legion to put on a race at ment for a large number of entries in fight or a frolic, and a chance to inChickawaukie Lake July Fourth.
the actual races.
....
, vest in the cup that cheers—Rock’ This is by far the greatest under
One of the interesting features of
.
taking of the club up to the present the afternoon will be a relay race, land needed policemen with stout
time. A special effort is being made which is something new in the out- , hearts and stouter muscles,
to get in touch with as many Maine board game in this State. The vari
Such a man was Capt. William P
drivers as possible, and notices are ous drivers are awarded partners and
being sent to boat and engine own no one will know who that partner is ! Cook, who had been pounding down
ers all over the State.
until the race actually starts. The ‘ th? ocean long enough to know wha t
There will be an aggregate of 12 first boat is to go over the course and a blow and an argument meant, with
prizes, consisting of one 20 inch cup. speed musT hand ^particular’part- the blow
havin8 the rlBht
donated by the American Legion, to
be raced for under the title of ner some article given him by the I When he joined the Rockland police
"American Legion Trophy.” This racing committee. The partner must force in 1874, under City Marshal
cup is to be awarded to the higli then start his boat and go complete
point winner where the same driver ly around the course. The team George Bramhall, the red-blooded era
with the same boat and the same en making the best time in this relay was at its height, and one didn't
gine enters any three races which he race will be awarded the prize. There have to look for trouble. It rode at
wishes to designate, and the points is plenty of chance for all kinds of the head of the procession.
accumulated from these races will be happenings in this race and it promDown around the Southend where
added and compared with other rec- I ises to be one of the exciting feamany sea-captains had their abiding
ords of any three races for that I tures of the afternoon,
afternoon, the high point winner j There is also a possibility of a places protection was demanded for
being awarded the trophy. The! special race between the 1930 and their families. Stonecutters came
Fireproof Garage of Rockland is 1 1931 boats that hold the champion
from the islands, engaged rooms at
awarding a 16-inch cup to the win- 1 ship of the State of Maine,
ner of the free-for-all race, and in 1 The preparatory gun will be fired the Atlantic House and other well
addition to this there will be three at 12.45 and the first race will start
12-inch silver cups for the first prize at 1 p. m. A large crowd is expected
winners in the special Lockwood Ace and plenty of excitement and fun is
class, A class and B class. The sec- promised.

sponsored by the Paramount Publix
theatres has the endorsement ol
prominent officials everywhere. A. J.
Moreau of the Maine District re
ceived this message from Gov. Gar
diner:
“It is indeed a pleasure to endorse
the 'Happiness Week' celebration
which your company is sponsoring
throughout New England during the
week of June 24. The many theatres
in Maine representing Paramount
Publix have always shown a keen in
terest in community affairs and have
greatly aided the unemployment
situation by giving steady employ
ment to hundreds of our people.
Now, I understand, these theatres
are to present outstanding entertain
ment with gifts and pleasant sur
prises for your patrons. Your co
operation with Maine merchants who
are bound to profit by the crowds
drawn to your theatres during ’Hap
piness Week' and the use of your
talking screens advocating 'buy in
Maine,’ is certain to re-act favoraoly
and brighten the general attitude
during these troublesome days. With
sincere good wishes for the success
of your endeavor which is bound to
exert a desirous influence on our
citizens,
Wm. Tudor Gardiner
Governor.’’

Of International Custom Made Suits, as low as

Volume 87.................. Number 76

All Kinds of Events and All Kinds of Thrills Are Promised Capt. William P. Cook Counted Them In the Seventies
In Day’s Program
When On the Police Force

Governor and the Mayor Great Boxing Carnival To Fred Keniston, Rockland
of Rockland
Wind Up Rockland's 4th
Boy, Now Superintendent
Happiness Week, which is being
of July Celebration
of Proctor & Gamble Plant

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE

29 Chestnut Street,

OUTBOARD RACES THE FOURTH

>.

Wholesale and Retail

For The SeDtember Term

Phones—School 66-M.

Roast Chicken Dinner .......... 51.00
CHICKEN ALL STYLES
Steak and Shore Dinners, On
Order
Bridge & Tea Parties Solicited
If No Reservation 20 Minute Wait
Phone—Union, 18, Ring 21

THREE CENTS A COPY

Saturday
Issue

Following the arrow, fit members
of Claremont Commandery, K. T..
wended their way to Glenmere in the
town of St. George yesterday and es
tablished headquarters
in
the
attractive summer
home, once
known as the Adam Teel place and
now the property of Freeman S.
Young, a Rock’and real estate brokei,
and known as “The Delaware.”
The triumphal crossing of the
Delaware by George Washington and
his forces never had anything on this
pilgrimage, which resulted in imme
diate and peaceful possession. Not
a hostile shot was fired.
Strange scenes were enacted when
the Sir Knights took possession of
the Southern lawn and proceeded to
lay out a baseball diamond, where
was subsequently played an extraor
dinary game between the forces di
rected by Frank A. Tirrell and Theo
dore Perry. As the excitement of
the contest increased the seagulls
took wild alarm and fled to the outer
bay. Cows came to look on at the
unusual spectacle and they too took
flight with tails flying high in the
air.
___ was
___________
The ~game
so full of features
that the inadequate supply of ‘press

correspondents simplv could not
handle them. Judge Edward C. PayIt's happy goes as lucky goes to Romany
son saw his lifelong popularity van
ln June.
ish like Alaskan snow under the
motor
cars.
Features
of
the
feast
But on the road to Rome. O. It's march
devastating influence of the Chinook
man. march;
when he undertook to umpire. In were steamed clams, hot boiled lob The dust
Is on the chariot wheels, the
sters,
strawberry
shortcake
and
great disgust he finally abdicated the
sere Is on the larch.
throne and went to pitching, thereby Gonia biscuits. The chefs were Ed Helmets and Javelins and bridles flecked
ward Gonia, Al. Briggs. James E.
with foam.
partly regaining his lost prestige.
are dead, the world's ahead
Alfred C. Hocking, president of the Roberts and Simeon M. Duncan, and The flowers
upon
the road to Rome.
Knox County Twilight League, re right well did they serve. Other
vealed to the fans a glimpse of the members of the general committee Upon the road to Rome O. It's fight
man. fight;
glorv which was his when he too were Freeman S. Young (chairman) Footman
and horseman treading left
strode the diamond. His batting was and C. Earle Ludwick.
and right
The Adam Teel farm on which Camp-fires and watch-fires ruddying the
little short of marvelous.
gloom.
In the afternoon game Sir Knight yesterday's festivities occurred con The fields
are gray and worn away along
C. Earle Ludwick officiated as um tains 130 acres and is 84 rods on the
the road to Rome.
shorefront.
The
dwelling
which
con

pire, but while Past Commander Bill
the road to Romany It s sing,
Flint was engaged in an altercation tains nine rooms and a sleeping porch Upon boys,
sing:
with the umpire on bases. Ludwick, occupies a sightly elevation from Tho' rag and pack be on our back we'll
with an extra ball pitched to the which are delightful views of Hawwhistle to the king.
| thorne's Point. Stone’s Point, with Wine Is ln the sunshine, madness ln
batter and a home run resulted.
J’jf. 1L°°a'
...
Barnyard golf was another popu Friendship in the distance. The or- [
Romany7 m^une* "" **
*°
lar diversion, while those who did not chard contains apple, pear and cherry '
wish to expose their tender persons trees.
to the unseasonal blasts indulged inThe delights of this summer estate
, Along the road to Rome alas, the glorl“63" and ertbbage before the glow of. are to be further realized July 10 s^nX^J’e fierce^o see the city of
a fine open grate fire.
| when the Commandery Is to have a .
the world.
The shore dinner was an entirely
ladies day there, the participants j bet foot fall o.- bugle call, or thunder
informal affair, some enjoying the
taking box lunches
upon Kad "to Romany the bird, are
Meantime the liniment shops are
calling still,
meal indoors, while mast of them ata
j
—Wallace Irwin.
from the running boards of the many working overtime.

Rage Two
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IN THE TWILIGHT LEAGUE

TIIREF.-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me., June 25, 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
June 23. 1932, there was Drlnted a total
of 6118 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
Notary Public.

I

TWICE WON NATIONAL HONORS

Rockland and St. George, With Unbroken Slates, Clash
Here Next Tuesday Night
Next Week’s Gaines

Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
Tuesday—St. George at Rockland.
with all thy heart, and thy neighbor
Wednesday—Thomaston at Cam
as thyself.—Luke 10:27.
den.
Thursday—Rockland at Waldoboro.
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
Friday—Waldoboro vs. Thomaston.
at Rockland.
For President
Saturday (afternoon)—Camden at
St. George.
HERBERT C. HOOVER
This afternoon—Waldoboro
at
of California
Camden.
• • • •
For Vice President
The League Standing
CHARLES CURTIS
Of the five teams in the Knox
County Twilight League only two
of Kansas
have survived the first week without
defeat. These are Rockland and St.
MUSIC IN MAINE
George, and the sparks will surely fly
when these old rivals meet at Com
A visit from Dr. William Rogers munity Park next Tuesday night.
Chapman is never without its inter The standing:
W
est, and his presence in the city
PC.
Rockland .......... 2
1.000
Thursday evening, illuminated by the
St. George .......... 2
l.ooo
old jauntiness of spirit and undying Oamden
.......... o
.000
enthusiasm, gave assurance that Waldoboro ........ 0
.000
.000
Chapman Day at the Eastern Music Thomaston ........ 0
• • • •
Camp next month is to be made not
Rockland 5, Camden 2
able in the musical history of Maine
Making
hits when hits were need
What this man of genius has don?
ed, Rockland won its second straight
for our State in bringing its people game Thursday night, while shiver
into contact with what is best in ing and rain-bespattered fans looked
music can never be over-valued. Be on in approval of the manner in
which Manager Cottrell's boys are
hind him lie the striking achieve traveling. Cottrell, himself, was in
ments of that thirty-year period in this contest—minus somewhat his
which thousands under his direction "girlish shape,” but still the terror
sang in the annual Maine Festival of the opposing pitchers and hand
ling 17 chances on the, first sack
while other thousands filled the audi without error. Several times he was
torium seats and listened to the required to reach half wav to the
world’s greatest artists, brought moon, but when his glove descended
the ball was always found to be af
here by the genius in leadership of fixed
to it. Carl Cottrell is bound
this man, whom age does not wither to be a spectacular figure in this
nor custom stale.
league, and the writer is one of hun
dreds glad to see him back in the
game.
NO MESSAGE OF HOPE
Charlie Wotton fanned only two
men Thursday night but his faculty
The observant editor of the Boston of inducing the opposing batters to
Transcript touches upon a result of hit into the ground in front of the .
last Monday's primary that carries plate was strikingly evidenced. On
the assisting end he was responsible ’
special significance. He writes:
for 10 of the put-outs. Boynton was'
As to the Democrats, in a year very effective outside of the three i
when their party in the nation is innings in which Rockland scored.
making claim to impending victory, it
Batting honors were divided be
might have been supposed that the tween Wotton. who failed in only
Maine primary would have brought one time at bat; and Wadsworth, the
out a large vote. There were five crack flrst-sacker of the Camden
candidates for the Democratic guber team who, in four trips to the plate
natorial nomination as there were made three singles and a sacrifice.
five for the Republican. There were
It was feared that Dailey might be
contests for the congressional nomi out of the game on account of in
nations in two of the three districts. juries received during the spring, bu:
But the Democratic vote was of he certainly did not look like a
feeble proportions compared to the cripple as he gathered in those three
Republican. It does not augur 3 flies after a long hard chase When
large vote in September for the he eludes his batting jinx he Is go- !
minority party unless, indeed, it Ing to be one of the most valuable
should receive an unexpected amount men in the League.
of aid from disaffected Republicans.
"Gabby" Fowler didn't look natural
There is no message of hope for in a Camden uniform, but acceptance
Democrats in other States in the of nine chances made him an excel
result of this primary in Maine.
lent acquisition for that team.
One of the pretty plays of the
GOOD TIMES AHEAD
game was the fine throw which
Dimick made from right field, doub
"The advantage that we of an older ling Plaisted at the plate. With two
generation have over the younger in singles and two walks to his credit.
Dimick was very much in the game.
a time of what is familiarly alluded : In passing out the bouquets do not
to as depression, is that we've been overlook Chaples, who just now Is
through ’em before and know from playing the best game in his career.
experience that in no long time the , The score:
Rockland
clouds will roll away and the sun- |
shine of a normal prosperity en- j Dimick. rf ...... 2 2 2
velop us.” It was that student of Oney, 3b .......... 4 0 0
philosophy, Job P. Montgomery of. Mealev, cf ........ 4
4
Camden, speaking across the editorial Cottrell, lb
Wotton. p ........ 4 1
desk, and he added: “A few of uc McPhee, ss .... 4
can still recall those days of 1874, Cha Dies, 2b ... 4
when labor worked—when it could Williams, If ..... 2
get work—for one dollar a day, store Frye. If .......... 1
Smith, c .......... 3 0 1
pay. That was a season of nation
wide depression with which present
32 5 11 13 27 19 1
Camden
conditions are scarcely to be com
ab r bh tb po a
pared. I know what they were, for Dailey, cf ........ 4
that was the year I was admitted to Plaisted. 2b ..... 4 0
the bar, and it was close picking Wadsworth, lb .. 3 0
The country came through that one Boynton, p ..... 4
Thomas, c ...... 3 111
and several others afterward. It will Fowler, 3b ........ 3
come through now.”
J. Talbot, ss ..... 4
! Inman. If ........ 4 1
Bennett, rf ...... 3 0
SUPPORTING TIIE CHEST
Our citizens have the right to
felicitate themselves upon that re
tained spirit of local patriotism
which in the face of some conditions
of embarrassment declines to with
draw support from the Community
Chest. The demonstrated success of
this community plan never has had
clearer recognition than it Is now
receiving through the channels of
voluntary contributions, in place of
the former agency of an organized
and relatively costly campaign of
personal canvassing.
CAN'T GET TOGETHER
j

An associated press item from
Richmond reads:
With rebel yells, the United Con
federate Veterans today rejected a
resolution calling for a Joint reunion
with the Grand Army of the Republis. Coming to the floor without the
sanction of the resolutions commit
tee, the proposal which would have
provided an invitation for the Grand
Army of the Republic to meet jointly
with the United Confederate Veter
ans. at a suitable place next year,
died quickly with a unanimous vote
for it to be tabled indefinitely.
Concretely illustrating the spirit
that still exists below the Mason and
Dixon line. That it ever will disap
pear is scarcely to be hoped for. The
northerner who ventures into the
south, either to take up his abode
there or as a transient visitor, is "a
damn Yankee” today, just as he was
in that far-off period of the Civil
War. He is thus characterized by the
generation who fought him in battle '
no less than toy its descendants, to
whom the hatreds naturally engend I
ered in that period ot strife have j
been passed on as a heritage to be |

Thomaston just couldn’t seem to get
going.
Freeman of Rockland made his
initial appearance with Thomaston,
and turned in one of that team's six
hits.
The St. George infielders had a
big night handling 36 chances without
an error. Morrissey had 11 of them
and Dwyer 8. ''Sonny” was the only
player to make two hits.
The score:
St George
ab r bh tb PO
Dwyer. 3b ...... 5 2 2 2 0
Monaghan, If .. 4 0 0 0 1
Archer, c ........ 3 0 1 1 4
Simmons, cf ..... 4 0 0 0 1
Westtourg, ss .... 3 1 2 2 2
Morrissey, 2b .... 3 1 0 0 6
It’s not every year that a city of city won first honors, an automobile,
Feyler, rf .......... 4 0 O 0 0
9000 can boast a national champion by selling 6000 gallons in Knox, Lin
Shreiber. lb ..... 3 0 0 0 12
but Rockland has a repeat winner of coln and Waldo counties. This year
Lowell, p .......... 3 0 1 1 1
he has won a second car as pictured
country wide honors. Two years ago above through the sale of 3500 gal
32 4 6 6 27
the Farm and Home Paint Co. con lons. The first year he was with the
Thomaston
ducted a contest covering every State company he won a prize of $150. Mr.
ab r bh tb po
in the Union and Harry Carr of this Carr is the man at the fight.
Grafton, If ...... 3 1 1 2 3
M. Sawyer, lb .. 3 0 1 1 4
Stone, 2b .......... 4 0 0 0 0
NORTH HAVEN
IN LINCOLN COUNTY
Condon, c ...... 4 0 1 1 12
L. Sawyer, ss .. 3 0 1 1 0
Carlton Snow arrived in North
Political Party Tickets For
Thorne, rf ........ 3 0 0 0 1
Haven Thursday from Colorado
Schwarzwold. rf 1 0 0 0 0
September Election Chosen
Springs. Friends are glad to see and
Freeman, cf .... 4 0 1 1 1
welcome him home.
In the Primaries
Kirkland, p ..... 3 0 1 1 1
Summer residents are coming to
As
a result of Monday's primary
Felt, 3b ............ 2 0 0 0 1
the island in increasing numbers election
the following tickets were
these days.
nominated for the September elec
30 1 6 7*23 6 2
Members of the class of '32 are re tion in Lincoln County:
• Westberg out for interference.
State Senator—Republican, Maude
St. George ..... 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 x—I porting a fine time on their outing
Clark Gay; Democrat, James L.
Thomaston .... 00010000 0—1 trip to Boston.
Marjorie Huse of Pembroke '33. Bryne.
Two-base hit. Grafton. Bases on
County Attorney — Republican,
balls, off Lowell 4, off Kirkland 3. Brown University, Providence, re
Struck out. by Lowell 3. by Kirkland turned home for the summer Tues George A. Cowan; Democrat, Brad
ford C. Redonnet.
11. Hit bv pitcher. Archer, Morris day.
Everett Frohock has returned to
Judge of Probate — Republican,
sey. Double plays. Dwyer. Morrissey
and Schreiber; Westberg. Morrissey Rockland after several days visit John W. Brackett; Democrat, Lore H.
Ford.
and Schreiber. Left on bases. St. with Mr. and Mrs. Irving Simpson.
Rain js very much needed in this
Clerk of Courts—Republican, Clar
George 8. Thomaston 6. Umpires.
ence A. Richards; Democrat, Walter
Barter of St. George and Young of section.
Services in the new church Sunday O. Dunton.
Thomaston. Scorer, Winslow.
at 11 o'clock. The pastor will preach
Sheriff — Republican, Arthur R.
upon the theme, "The National Greenleaf; Democrat, Clinton E.
Amen: What Shall It Be?” Young Matthews.
people at 6.30; evening service 7.30.
County Commissioner—Republican,
subject, “The Man Who Trusts God.” Lincoln M. Harris; Democrat, Or
All services are on standard time.
lando B. McKown.
Drink plenty of water with pinch of
The Sunday school has voted to
Representatives to Legislature —
salt. If bloated with gas add a sipoon hold a picnic the week of July 3d. Republican. Hervey C. Bailey. Elton
of Adlerika. This washes out BOTH Thursday if pleasant, if not Friday. H. Lewis and F. Burton Haggett;
stomach and bowels and rids you of The place will be announced in due Democrat, William M. Ford, C. Tyler
all gas. C. H. Moor & Co.. Druggists. season.
I Hodgdon and Joseph T. Walsh.

COMMON TABLE SALT
OFTEN HELPS STOMACH

Every-Other-Daf

MARKED CHANGES

/Z’s

Bangor Paper Comments On
Republican Gains In the
Primary
(Bangor Commercial)
Glancing at the primary returns
from the towns of the St. John river
section, the Republican state com
mittee should feel much encouragement, for the large vote cast in the
Monday primary for Republican
candidates indicates that there has
beer a remarkable change in the po
litical sentiment since the last presi
dential campaign and, if the June
portents are to be believed augers
extremely well for vast gains for Mr.
Hoover in November over the vote he
received in those towns in 1928.
We note some of the towns that on
Monday indicated strong Republican
belief as opposed to pronounced Demcratic tendencies the last presidential
year. Grand Isle on Monday cast
294 votes in the Republican primary
for gubernatorial nomination, and 26
for the several Democratic aspirants.
In the last presidential election,
Grand Isle threw 16 votes for Mr.
Hoover and 277 for Mr. Smith.
Madawaska voters to the number
of 315 participated in the Republican
primary on Monday and 110 votes in
the Democratic primary. Madawas
ka gave Mr. Hoover 51 votes, and 329
for Mr. Smith in 1928.
Fort Kent, which four years ago
returned 483 votes for Smith, and 126
for Mr. Hoover, threw 229 votes in
the Republican primary, Monday,
and 172 in the Democratic primary.
Van Buren, Monday, cast 3»2 votes
for Republican aspirants and 185 for
Democratic candidates, and in 1928
the vote in that town was 71 for
Hoover and 753 for Smith.
St. Agatha also shows a definite
change. In 1928 Mr. Hoover received
10 votes in St. Agatha and Mr. Smith
106. On Monday 197 voters partici
pated in the Republican primaries
and 65 in the Democratic.
Frenchville, too shows a new trend.
In that town Monday there were 99
votes cast in the Republican pri
maries and 63 in the Democratic.
The presidential vote in 1928 was 21
for Hoover and 193 for Smith.
In Hamlin the vote on Monday was
evenly divided between the two pri
maries, 63 votes being cast in the Re
publican and 64 in the Democratic,
while four years ago Mr. Hoover ob
tained 9 votes in Hamlin to 131 for
Mr. Smith.
It may be seen that the Republican
gain has been very pronounced in

a Sensation!

H hat?

j*

ThreeCrow
TEA

'
j

Pekoe and Orange Pekoe
Packed in half pound foil packages. SAVE
50 Coupons and receive a beautiful 15

piece Lustre Ware Tea Set

FREE
On sale at all leading grocers
69-th 84

these four years, if we may judge
from the primary predilections of the
voters, as shown, Monday. Thus in
the towns mentioned there were 1598
votes thrown in the Republican
gubernatorial primary. Monday, and
781 in the Democratic, while these
same towns in the presidential elec
tion of 1928 cast 304 votes for the
Republican nominee, and 2272 for
the Democratic candidate.
In November it will be learned if
the change of political sentiment
along the river is a permanent one
or merely a political fluctuation, but
the returns from Monday's vote
should be heartening to the Repub
lican state committee.

leading in a small middle-westeri
town shattered when Kelly's daugh
ter is suddenly summoned to Holly
wood to be a star in pictures? Sue
cess comes to the Kelly family i
Hollywood. The Cohens follow latei
eager to share in the limelight am
wealth Without warning, the Kelly
are cast from their lofty pesitioi
when the talking pictures sweep th
country, and prosperity and fami
come to the Cohens as a new reglm
takes the industry.
There will be a special children'
matinee Monday at 2 o'clock for th
children with free ice cream and pop
corn to all children attending Mon
day night every patron purcnaslng ai
admission ticket will be presents
free a fresh loaf of bread dopafei
PARK THEATRE
by the different baking concerns wel
“Cohens and Kellys In Holly known in Rockland.—adv.
wood.” Universal’s limerick of laughs
that mirrors the mad cavortings cf
We Test Your RADIO TUBES 8
George Sidney and Charlie Murray solutely FREE—on our New GLAI
in the film capital will be seen Mon Tubes tester—YOU see YOURSE1
day and Tuesday.
the condition of the tubes. Bri
Imagine Cohen and Kelly as big them to House-Sherman, Inc., 4
magnates in the picture business! Main St., (At the Brook) Philco ai
The quiet life the two families are Majestic Radios.—adv.
76-11

SIX CYLINDERS
no mare-no /ess"says America

Since January 1st, buyers have chosen more Chevrolet Sixes than the

combined total of all fours and all eights priced below $1000
Look at what happened when America began lifting hoods and
counting cylinders: Overwhelming preference for “SIX CYLIN
DERS. No more—No less.” A sweeping endorsement of the
soundness and correctness of the Chevrolet six-cylinder engine!

America knows its motor cars. And America knows you can’t get
around these facts about cylinders in a low-priced car: That six is
the largest number you can have and still get unexcelled economy!
That six is the fewest you can have and still get built-in smooth
ness! And who wants to sacrifice either of these great factors of
motoring satisfaction?
America prefers the Chevrolet Six—because it strikes a happy
medium between two extremes. It gives economy— the lowest
operating and upkeep cost of any American car, as proved by
the experience of tens of thousands of owners! It gives smoothness—
the built-in smoothness that makes driving really comfortable,
effortless, enjoyable! And it gives many other advantages just as
essential and important a3 six cylinders. Advantages that no other
low-priced car can match.

32 2 7 7 24 10 1
Rockland ..... 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 x—5
Camden ........ 00020000 0—2
Two-base hits, Mealey, Wotton.
Bases on balls, off Wotton 1, off
Boynton 2. Struck out. toy Wotton 2,
by Boynton 4. Sacrifice hits, Wads
worth, Fowler. Left on bases, Rock
land 5, Camden 6. Double plays,
Dimick and Smith; Wotton, Oney
and Cottrell. Umpire, Black. Scorer
Winslow.
• • • •

Fisher bodies—big, spacious, luxurious Fisher bodies—styled in the
latest custom mode, built solidly and ruggedly to give long service 1

St. George 4, Thomaston 1

And new reduced prices—as much as $50 and $55 lower than they
were before!

The St. George champions were
back on the home grounds last night,
and defeated Thomaston 4 to 1 in a
game which found them about on a
par with the visitors at bat, but lack
ing the costly errors which helped
spell defeat for Thomaston. This
second game was sufficient to con
vince the onlookers that St. George
is rather better equipped than in the
two previous seasons, and with
Johnny Davidson back in the game
next week cannot fail to be a most
formidable outfit.
Pitching honors were about evenly
divided last night between Lowell
and Kirkland, the latter's fine ex
hibition being marred a bit by a wild
pitch which allowed a St. George
score just as the visitors were show
ing signs of making the fight a real
one.
Lowell had practically all of his
troubles in the fourth inning when
Grafton's double was followed by
singles off the bats of M. Sawyer.
Condon and L .Sawyer. The score
would have been tied then and there
if Maurice had not made an unsuc
cessful attempt to stretch a single into
a double.
Two fast double plavs were an im
portant factor in St. George's victory
After those had been pulled off

treasured and kept alive. One could
wish it otherwise. A joint reunion of
those two patriotic organizations
should go far toward softening that
unprofitable spirit.

That matchless combination—Free Wheeling and Syncro-Mesh
—for quick, quiet, effortless shifting and positive car control.
A dependable chassis, whose basic design has been proved in the
hands of millions of satisfied ownery.

Such features of riding-comfort as four parallel-mounted springs,
four hydraulic shock absorbers, adequate weight and correct balance I

Chevrolet is able to give this value, because Chevrolet is the world’s
largest producer of motor cars. Largest for three out of the past five
years! Largest for the first six months of 1932! First in value—
First in sales!
CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Division of General Motors

FOR GREATEST ECONOMY AND
BUILT-IN SMOOTHNESS
SIX CYLINDERS.

NO MORE—NO LESSI

Wit.*i more than six cylinders you sacrifice economy—With less then

six cylinders you sacrifice smoothness

AU prices t. o. b. Flint, Michigan. Special equipment extra.

Low delivered prices and easy G. M. A. C. terms.

CHEVROLET 44
SEA VIEW GARAGE,,NC-

689 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

BAY VIEW GARAGE,,NCCAMDEN, MAINE
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Every-Other-Baf
Mrs. Leila Benner has returned
from a motor trip to Lowell, Mass.,
where she was the guest of her niece,
Mrs. Charles Clements (Edna WardOMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
une 27—Forty Club Charity Ball at well).
.Frank
land Park.

,K OF THE TOWN

HEADS THE UNITED BAPTISTS
H. Ingraham Honored With Presidency—This

ne 27—Rockport—Scribblers’ Club
t» at home of Mrs. Blanche Hcald
worth.
[unt 27—Dally Vacation Bible School
ns at First Baptist Church.
ne 28—Garden Club meeting at 3
n. with Mrs. E. F. Glover, Claremont
et.
me 29—Rubinstein Club summer
ng at Lake Cobbosseecontee.
ly 2—Merchants’ Trade Day in Rock-

IN THE
CHURCHES

will preach at the evening service
having as his subject, “Old Well.”
Dwight Mosher will sing a solo. On
Tuesday evening the young people
from the Boston Bible School who
| were expected last week, will con
duct an interesting service which
includes much music, both instru
mental and vocal.
• • • •
Rev. George H. Welch will occupy
the pulpit at the Universalist Church j
Sunday morning at 10.45. The music
[ includes these organ numbers: In! vocation by DuBois, A Midsummer !
I Idyll, Warner and Excella Regis, J
Whiting, played by Miss Margaret
G. Stahl. The quartet will sing “I i
Will Lift Up Mine Eyes," Lynes, and ]
"Rest In Thee,” Scott. Communion |
will be observed. This will be the
final service until September.
• * • •
The subject of the sermon at the
First Baptist Church on Sunday
morning will be, “It Is His Right.”
The choir will sing, “It Is a Good
Thing to Give Thanks Unto God,”
Schnecker, and "Praise Ye the
Father,” Gounod. The church school
will meet at the noon hour with class
es for all ages. The Christian En
deavor meeting will be held at 6.15,
topic "How Does Christ Meet the
Needs of the World?" leaders, Vir
ginia Egan and Millard Hart. The
people’s evening service meets at 7.30,
with everybody’s big sing. The chorus
will sing, “I Have Redeemed Thee,"
Schnecker, and “Be Near Us, O
Father,” Chase. Mr. MacDonald's
subject will be, "Tipped Tables.”
This service lasts just 65 minutes.
, The happy prayer and praise meeting
will be held on Tuesday ‘evening at
7.30. The Rainbow Hour" will be
broadcast from this church over
WLBZ on Wednesday evening from
6.15 to 6.45.

ANNIVERSARY

Week’s Convention In Bangor
Eagle Scout Howard M. Chase goes
tomorrow to Raymond for ten weeks’
service as junior leader at Camp
William Hinds, a Boy Scout camp.
Frank H. Ingraham of Rockland | man of the city of Rockland, and a
He will also instruct in music.
was chosen president of the United ; United States census enumerator.
Baptist Convention of Maine at the ) During his varied career he has
The Fourth of July committees Thursday morning session, held in J given of his time to many church
connected
with
the
American Bangor. Action on amendments to activities, being past president of the
•• •• •• R
v•••
dj • • •
Legion's Fourth of July celebration the convention constitution followed Rockland Baptist Men’s League and
,ly 4—Independence Day.
ly 4—Big Independence Day celebra- are asked to meet at the Legion hall the election, and a prolonged dis- , at the present time one of the two
ln Rockland, auspices of American next Tuesday night at 8 o'clock.
cussion on an amendment relative to Maine members of the executive
on.
the appointment of preacher-evange committee of the National Council
lly 12—Camden—Opening concert of
lists and district secretaries ensued. of Northern Baptist Men. For the
imcr series, at the Opera House,
Rockland
citizens
are
warned
by
uly 12—D. A. R. State Field Day at
The question, involving a revision past 13 years he has also been chair
the
Chamber
of
Commerce
that
local
k Village.
uly 19—(2 to 7.30 p. m.)—Educational organizations have no collectors out of Article 8 of the constitution by man of the State Board of Concilia
b picnic at Babcock shore cottage, for the Rockland milk fund and any laws, was finally settled to the satis tion and Arbitration.
ncove.
faction of the convention delegates.
He is a past president of the Rock
uly 23—Chapman Day at Eastern person so soliciting misrepresents the
The article as amended reads: land Lions club, a seventh degree
sic Camp.
facts.
kug. 2—Annual convention of Three“The Board shall appoint one or member of the Patrons of Husbandry,
arter Century Club In Skowhegan,
The Forty Club’s charity ball Mon more district workers as the Con- and a member of St. Paul’s Lodge,
ug. 3—Rockport—Midsummer Fair of
F. &A.M., of Rockport.
)tlst Sewing Circle on church lawn,
day at Oakland Park promises to be
dig. 20—Annual muster of Maine a jolly affair.
Other officers of the association
Many innovations
SERMONETTE
te Hand Engine League In Skowheelected Thursday were: Rev. C. S.
have been planned including cut-in
l.
Roddy,
Portland,
first
vice
president;
dances and a Patagonian auction.
Anti-Bigotry Seminar
L. B. Costello, Lewiston, second vice
WEATHER
The public is invited.
The world moves on and the
president;
Rev.
John
S.
Pendleton,
is morning at 8 o'clock is 59 and
thought of the world ever moves
executive secretary and director of
Ipm
mises to be somewhat warmer
Frank Stewart, recently elected by
promotion; Rev. E. C. Whittemore, upward. Just as a child matures,
yesterday, when mercury at the school board to fill the mathe
D. D., assistant secretary; Rev. F. H. so does knowledge and truth ad
on did not rise above that figure, matics vacancy at the High School,
Knollin. director of religious educa vance to a higher level which, once
nd is west It is hard enough for caused by Mrs. Ivy Hart’s resignation,
tion; and Lorimer H. Dixon, treas attained, it never leaves except
5 garden sass to wait so long for a enters University of Maine about July
for still higher ground. John
urer.
od drink, without being obliged to 5 for a summer course in mathema
Burroughs in the opening chap
Stressing
the
need
of
religion
in
a
iver as it did in yesterday’s cold tics and physical education.
ter of "The Light of Day” inter
business
man
’
s
life,
Walter
A.
Dan

FOR
rthwest wind; and hard too on the
estingly describes the arguments
forth,
banker,
gave
a
brief
interest

positions of humans who know
The June meeting of the Garden
of his father and their neighbor
ing
address
before
the
men
’
s
meeting
at June comes only once a year, Club takes place Tuesday afternoon
of the Maine Baptist Convention John over religion.
d is now almost over.
John was a Methodist, his own
at 3 o’clock at the home of Mrs. E. F.
Wednesday afternoon.
father a Baptist; both held the
Glover, 1 Claremont street. Mrs.
Mr.
Ingraham
presided
with
Rev.
Perry’s Park Street Cafe is now Charles Creighton of Thomaston as
C. P. Clark as song leader and Rev. belief of the other in contempt;
en nights.
neither ever succeeded in chang
guest speaker will have for her topic
G. F. Bolster as prayer leader.
ing the other’s views, but both
“Perennial Plants.”
Herbert Warren Rowe of the Ban died in their faith and at the last
The Y. P. B. will mret at the home
gor Commercial staff interestingly
Miss Arlene Havener, 194 North
Two girls who registered as Doris
it did not fail them.
discussed the question of publicity for
lin street Monday evening at 7.30. Ames and Jerry Ames of White
As the winter closed this year
the churches. Urging the churches
five hundred lay, clerical, and
Plains, N. Y., were taken in custody
PLEASANT POINT
to “meet the papers half way,” Mr.
Rev. W. M. Brewster of Rockfand by Deputy Sheriff Ludwick on the
Rowe told of the limitation of time civic leaders sat across a table in
hold services at Minturn Sun- charge of leaving an unpaid board
the
Capital
of
the
Nation
and
laid
and space that constantly confront
Miss Gladys Seavey who is tak
y, also the following Sunday, bill amounting to $100 at Hotel
the ground-work of a national
ing nurses’ training at State Street
Frank
H.
Ingraham
Of
Rockland
I
™
editor
and
the
necessity
for
.ly 3.
offensive
against
religious
intol

Rockland. Restitution was made and
Hospital, Portland, is spending a va
Who Will Head United Baptist ) church items to be ter*neat and
erance and for religious unity.
the case was placed on file.
„
*•
informative. Mr. Danforth statea
cation at her home here.
A. Walker and Francis Orne atCatholics, Jews and Protestants.
Convent™ Coming Fear
I
foundation of ethical busi.
nded the meeting of the Maine
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney visit
Each presented stalwartly the
Mrs. Annie B. Thurston of Rock
ness is religion. “In the final analy
[e
. Underwriters'
Association ville attended the rehearsal and
faith of their fathers, but more, ed their son Ernest Maloney and
vention may direct or the Board may sis business is based upon and con
lursday at Prout's Neck .
they respectfully listened to the family Sunday at Port Clyde and
sang alto in the Chapman chorus, deem necessary and assign the terri ducted upon rules of honesty and
faith of the other groups even also called on friends at Wiley’s Cor
at
the
Congregational
Church
Thurs

Christmas tree buyers reported as day evening. She has sung in two tory in which these men shall labor i square dealing, which are taken from
ner.
when they could not accept them.
I the religious teachings of the
and outline their work."
icing contracts down Ellsworth way
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Skinner
This first national seminar was
previous
concerts
conducted
by
Dr.
Frank H. Ingraham, a prominent church.”
Ils attention to the fact that only
not held to destroy a single truth j and two sons of New York were over
The enrollment committee reported or
months from today we’ll be cele- Chapman and was much pleased to Rockland attorney, has been active
item of faith by whomsoever night guests of Dr. and Mrs. E.
greet him again.
iting that anniversary.
in the social and civic life of East- the following: Ministers, 152; church
held or valued. Its purpose was i George Payne last Thursday.
delegates,
J67;
visitors,
140;
mission

Miss Ruth Lawrence graduated J crn Ma?ne for 'nany yc"s' Por/our
to overcome prejudice and destroy
Mrs. Laura Littlefield of Ann Ar
Huntley-Hill Post, V.F.W., will in- from the Eastman School of Music, >’ca,rst he„ was ftow? a,udltorand su- aries, 7; life members, 4; associabigotry. We must declare our bor, Mich., has arrived at her cottage
tute its auxiliary at 5.30 tomorrow University of Rochester this week.! Perintendent of schools in Rockport. tional delegates, 17; convention
faith in our generation.
for the summer and has as guests
the City Council room. DelegaHe has been a councilman and alder - board, 16. Total, 503
We cannot think in the terms of
Miss Roberta Edmondson of Balti
rns will be present from Bath and Her diploma carried with it the de
our grandfathers. No precious more, and Frank Comins of Boston.
unswick as well as department offi- gree of Bachelor of Music. The class
truth held by Catholic, Jew or
was one of the largest ever graduated
Miss Enid Maloney and Miss Helen
"ON MY SET”
FRIENDSHIP
ils.
Protestant vital to mankind can Davis of Port Clyde attended the
from the school, containing 111 mem
be lost, but bigotry can be over
dance in Grange hall Tuesday eve
As yet I have not learned why
Charles Carver and son-in-law. bers. Exercises were held in the
Mrs. Lena Davis is visiting her
come.
ning last week and were overnight
the radio conditions are so poor
anklin Manning, returned Wednes- Eastonan Theatre.
daughter Mrs. Myrl Files in Port
"Like
a
mighty
army
moves
the
guests of Mrs. Alice Hart, Wednes
when a championship sparring
y from New Bedford, Mass., where
land.
Church
of
God.
”
Rev. Kenneth H. Cassens, formerly
day visiting Grace Maloney.
match is being broadcast. Did
ey have been engaged in scallop
Mrs.
Murray
Brown
and
son
Rob

William
A.
Holman
anyone ever know it to be noisier
Mrs. Oscar Williams. Eloise and
,hing. They came in their boat of this city, now pastor at Lubec, ert of Acton, Mass., are at their
than when the Sharkey-SclimelEleanor Williams, Lida Simmons and
ladeline and Flora" and will remain Maine, was the pianist at the Baptist summer home on South Main street.
State convention in Bangor. He also
ling battle was coming in?
At the Congregational Church to- Charles Young of Thomaston were
til after the Fourth.
Friendship beat Thomaston Na
played at the men’s banquet, Wed
morrow( morning Mr. Rounds will guests Monday of Mrs. Grace Ma
George Rector, world famous
preach on the subject, "The Royal loney.
Passers-by at the Chater gardens nesday noon, at the Grace Methodist tional Guard team 11-8 Thursday at
restaurateur and broadcaster on
imden were surprised yesterday to Episcopal Church. Mr. and Mrs Thomaston.
Law of Kindness." The Pilgrim
Rev. and Mrs. E. H. Timberlake of
Fred
A.
Carter
and
Mrs.
Charles
H.
Mrs. Phoebe Burns is visiting rela
the “Our Daily Food” program,
e green peas along with beets, cab
Choir will sing.
Friendship were callers in this place
Morey
attended
the
convention
ses

tives and friends in Portland.
THOSE GREASY SPOTS
talks about “Coney Island in the
les, etc., of this year’s vintage,
Wednesday.
STRAND THEATRE
The Farm Bureau met at Mrs. Ros
old days,” Thursday, June 30.
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal),
eas for the Fourth?" quoth the sion Tuesday night.
Editor
of The Courier-Gazette;—
Miss
Grace
Miller
of
Thomaston
coe Simmons Thursday afternoon
“Poise is that quality which usual
“Coney Island was the Newport
Rev. E. O. Kenyon: Services for to spent last week with Miss Georgie
oprietor. “We have them today,
I saw in your items an inquiry
What shall the study subject for with 22 members present.
ly distinguishes the veteran from the about greasy spots on autos. It is a
of the Atlantic coast and the
morrow will be appropriate for the
ay be well past prime by then.”
the coming year be? Educational
Lionel and John Barrymore in Arstage novice. It is merely a matter
fifth Sunday after Trinity; holy j Young,
Tallo-ho the conveyance of the
Dr. and Mrs. E. George Payne are of confidence," said Tallulah Bank- greasy moisture that falls from elm
young blades back in those good
communion at 7.30; matins and ser
Those motorists who have occasion Club question for discussion at the sene Lupin as “Thief and Detective"
entertaining at their summer home head, theatre and film star, recently trees at this time of year. In front
old days,” says Rector on this
drive-over the fine new sections July 19 picnic with Mrs. William will be shown at the Playhouse Sat
mon at 10.30.
our house on Thomaston street
Babcock,
of
Pasadena,
Calif.,
at
her
I
here
Dr. and Mrs. R. H. Tanner anti
urday
night.
Dancing
after
the
“Poise is the ability to appear of
program,
which
is
broadcast
route 101 view the scenery through
there are several large - elms and
shore
cottage,
Glencove
entrance,
J
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
J.
Piper
of
New
movies.
thoroughly
at
home,
unshaken
by
At First Church of Christ, Scien
ouds of dust that spell disintegra
9.45 a. ni. over the WEAF hook
nervousness and utterly without every year our house and the win
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster York city.
an of the highway. It seems a pity Mrs. Babcock is one of this club s ] Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Poland have
up and 10.30 a. m. over the WJZ
dows are covered with these greasy
public-spirited
members
who
is
in!
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Messer
of
moved
to
Round
Pond.
stage-fright," declared the star of
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
hook-up. “The elite patronized
le road can't be saved through the
spots for about two weeks.
certain Coney Island hotels and
and the subject of the lesson sermon Union were guests of Mrs. B. L. "Thunder Below,” which will be
iplication of calcium chloride or a vited to present again her much en
Laura Davis.
joyed readings.
tomorrow will be “Christian Science." Stevens Sunday and attended the shown Monday and Tuesday with
made the taverns and race tracks
ir top.
APPLETON RIDGE
Rockland. June 23.
Sunday School is at 11.45. Wednesday meeting in the schoolhouse in the Charles Bickford, Paul Lukas, Eugene
their rendezvous. Anyone who
The Maine Air Transport, Inc., had |
Pallette and Ralph Forbes in the feaevening testimony meeting is at 7.30. afternoon.
All children to enter school for the
Arthur Grover and) was anybody could be seen at
Mrs. Harriet B. Hoover and Miss [ureq masculine roles. adv.
The reading room is located at 400
■st time next fall should attend the a distinguished passenger this week ! Mr. and Mrs.
that resort." The Four Singing
in
the
person
of
Gov.
Gardiner,
who
J
child
of
Rockland
were
weekend
|
Main street, and is open week days Katheryn Hoover of Boston were
inics to be given June 28 and 29,
Grocers, A.&P.’s male quartet,
to Houlton to attend the Ameri- | guests at B. L. Whitney's,
guests last week of Prof, and Mrs.
Next Thursday night will be ama j
a m. to 11 a. m. Children living flew
from 2 until 5 p. m.
will sing songs popular in the
her
can
Legion
convention
and
was
;
Miss
Minerva
Pease
visited
• • • •
George Minard who are occupying teur night at Park Theatre and sev-1 Keys made to order. Keys made
>rth of Limerock street go to Tyler
Gay 90’s to lend musical back
to fit locks when original keys are
nt Mrs. Hazle Perry Sunday.
Rev. Warren E. Mesler of Morrill, Mrs. B. L. Stevens’ house.
eral valuable prizes will be offered.
Hiding Tuesday; south of Limerock, brought back yesterday to his sum- ! aUMiss
ground to this program.
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
Edith Morang of Augusta is
mer
home
at
Phippsburg.
Albert
S
Mrs.
Persis
Davol
suffered
an
ill
will
occupy
the
pulpit
at
the
Little

All amateurs who wish to enter, will
Purchase street building Wedncsbooks provide keys for all locks
Peterson made the return trip with the guest'of her cousin Ethel M.
field Memorial Church at the morn turn Monday and was attended by kindly leave their names at the Park > without bother.
HAPPINESS WEEK SPECIALS
ky.
Scissors and
him. Pilot Wincapaw was at the PrIv. and Mrs. I.. E. Watson and
ing service. The choir will sing and Dr. Hahn of Friendship.
Theatre box office. Entries close
Knives Sharpened.
wheel.
C.
R.
Gray
of
Omaha,
Neb.,
is
next Wednesday night.
Rockland Lodge, B.P.O.E., anMonday night at the Park The Mrs. Lina Barter and Dwight Mosher
son and Gladys Philhrook were in
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
will present a duet. Junior church spending a short vacation with his
aunces a public bridge party for
Bancor Tuesday and Wednesday at atre, as a part of Happiness Week will meet in the vestry at the same family at Gray Rocks.
Representatives
of
the
Boston
Bible
enjoyed. It is a day looked forward
Wednesday evening, with playing to
celebration,
every
purchaser
of
an
tending the Baptist convention.
Knox Pomona met with Acorn to each year by Acorn to have the
?gin at 8. The entertainment com- School making an evangelistic tour
Mrs. Marion Carleton and chil 1 admission ticket will be given a loaf hour, 10.30; Sunday school at the
ittee is in charge, and reservations of Maine will be at the Littlefield dren of South Union were visitors of bread, donated by Cushmans, close of the morning service with Grange last Saturday for an all- members of Knox Pomona meet with
408 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND
Memorial
Church,
Tuesday
evening.
iay be arranged by calling the clubNissens and Wards. There will be a class for everybody; B.Y.P.U. at 6.15, day session. There was a large num them and to receive the glad hand
Telephone 791
at M. M. Brown s.
ber
present
and
the
usual
good
time
clasp
from
all.
led
by
Dwight
Mosher.
The
pastor
ouse. The proceeds will be used to They will be headed by Miss Flor Wednesday
08-tf
Mr and Mrs. William Granam and special children's matinee at the
ence Wyeth, a member of the faculty,
urchase fireworks for the Fourth.
who has recently returned from two children of Waltham. Mass weer Park Monday at 2 o’clock, showing
Wednesday overnight guests of Mrs. the Cohens & Kelleys in Hollywood.
Among the 73 Bowdoin College stu- India. Accompanying her will be
Every child attending will be pre
Marian
Modricker,
soloist;
Warren
Hazle Perry and family.
ents who received Bachelor of Arts
sented with R-Own ice cream or
Modricker.
pianist;
Mary
Clark,
vio

Mis
Golda
Boynton
egrees at this week's commencement
Gloria were calling on Ridge fricn ■ popcorn, donated by local merchants.
as Stephen A. Lavender of Thom- linist; Joseph Gomes, mandolin; and Wednesday. Miss Bovnton is agent Tuesday night at the Park a live
Stanley
Harding,
,
trumpeter.
ston, and among the 40 who re
for the California Pcrfunu and orphan baby will be given away.—
vived bachelor of science degrees
adv.
Louis
A.
Walker
gave
the
Rotary
ere John Creighton of Thomaston
PLerovSGa°rdiner is visiting relatives
nd Leino Olsen of Union. Mr. Club yesterday a masterly talk on
Public supper Saturday night, 5
reighton was recently elected prin- ‘The Economic Short Circuit" in 1111?°N.11 Moody and son Warren, to 7, St. Peter's Undercroft. Beans,
which he presented his carefully
Ipal of ThomSston High School.
thought out views of the existing Johlson and Arnold Pitman and cold ham, salads, cake etc., all for
35 cents.—adv.
'
75-76
A green butterfly fluttering in the situation and suggested a practical Elmer Sprague wed eamong those tccessed entrance of the Simonton aid in its solution. Dr. E. A. Far tenaing the circus in Belfast ThursThis offer definitely closes June 30
>ry Goods Co.'s store yesterday morn- rington of Haddonfield, N. J.. E. C. dav
Miss Katie Nickanen has been
lg attracted the attention of Mrs. Fuller of Belfast, Dr. Harry Petta'lora Femald on her arrival there, piece and H. H. Nash of Camden spending a few days with Mrs. Mari
'he butterfly was not only unusual in were visiting Rotarians. Charles an Carleton in South Union.
Mrs. Lula Williamson who has
a coloring but has a tail like one of Small of Boston was a guest. The
he new style flimsy dresses the worn music period was especially enjoy been employed at Albert Fullers is
n folks wear. Will Norman W. Ler- able due to the zestful efforts of Phil now visiting her sister in Bucksport.
Miss Lizzie Fuller is at her own
■iond please call at the Simonton Jones and WillianT Kinney.
home after spending the winter and
tore and identify her ladyship.
Lovers of children in Rockland will spring at Aubrey Fuller’s.
Mrs. Bernice Philbrook and daugh
A crabmeat factory will be opened be interested to know that the Vol
ext week at 25 Water street, Thom- unteers of America are holding a tag ter Gladys and Miss Maude S. Fuller
ston, by Harold' Mitchell & Son. day in this city today for the were in Bucksport Tuesday.
Jcorges River crabs will be used and benefit of their Health Camp at Pine
Eleven acres of green
A large group of local singers
,nly leg and claw meat packed, the Maine.
Complete and Installed with
tack being fresh daily. Four hands fields, fruit and shade trees, a large greeted Dr. Chapman Thursday eve
re employed at present, more being 35 room home, situated at the ex ning. and under the inspiration of his
$10.00 Worth of Extra Equipment
aken on as the business develops. treme end of the famous Old Or directing enjoyed a group of the im
Compare
These
Prices
chard
Beach
is
used
exclusively
for
mortal
compositions
such
as
that
Jr. Mitchell delivers anywhere and
s already supplying the trade in this the upbuilding of little undernour leader loves to bring into his public
ished children, also careworn and programs including the Hallelujah
ity and Thomaston.
weary mothers from all parts of this Chorus from “The Messiah.” the 29x4.40 ............................... $3.48
Miss Loana Spearin who leaves State. Hearty cooperation from the Inflammatus from “Stabat Mater." 29x4.50 ............................... 3.75
,hortly to enter upon her duties as public will be greatly appreciated by Elgar’s “Land of Hone and Glory
30x4.50 ...............................
3.85
had a great going over, the spirit of 28x4.75 ............................... 4.25
Assistant State Leader of the 4-H this charitable society.
the singers suggesting that this sec
flubs, with headquarters at University
30x5 ..................................
14-95
Extra Equipment Includes:
Feme Browne, Margery Perry, tion will be able to give good account 32x6 .................... -............. 24.85
>f Maine, was tendered a delightful
urprise party Tuesday evening, when Emma Harding, Dorothy Boynton. of itself when on Julv 23 "Chapman
600x20 ................................. 15.98
2—55-Gallon Tanks
!0 members of the BPW Club joined Oertrude Kulju. Frank Harding. Day" will be celebrated at Eastern
ler and her supper companion_ Mrs Dudley Perry, Neil Little and Albert Music Camp.
Barrel
Tulia Shattuck, at Wadsworth Inn Huntley, with Miss Iouise McIntosh,
BOYS '
2—Self-Closing Faucets
Hamden. Miss Spearin was present as a counsellor, of the church school
BORN
A SPECIAL FOR YOU
'd with a BPW Club pin. Cards at of St. Peter’s Episcopal Church, ac OVERLOCK—At New York city. June 20.
50 Gallons of Oil
to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Overlock, a
Pennsylvania Bicycle Tirehe home of Mrs. Exxy Perry, Grove companied bv Rev. E. O. Kenyon,
son. Robert Kenneth.
"Sturdy Stud”
street, were played at five tables, rector, go to Bowdoin College tomor HOUSTON
or
—At Maplewood, N. J. June
lonors being carried off by Mrs row‘for a week’s sojourn at the sum
17. to Mr. and Mrs. George C. Houston
1 Stand
(Mary Saunders), a daughter, Caroline
ucius York, Mrs. Earl McIntosh, Mrs mer session of the church schools of
Sibley.
I. G. Cole, Mrs. A. L. Harmon and the Episcopal diocese of Maine. The
Miss Nellie Reed, with a guest prize faculty will embrace Dean Glazier of
Telephone Us! Write Us! Come In and See Us!
DIED
or Miss Spearin. The club is pleased the Cathedral Church of St. Luke, CONARY—At South
Thomaston.
June
24.
13
Plate
Bonded
Battery
hat Miss Spearin is to retain her Portland; Father Bryant of Gardiner
TIME PAYMENT IF DESIRED
Fred Barter Conary. aged 82 years, 5
nembership in the Rockland organi (who will act as dean). Father Besmonths. 13 days. Funeral Monday at 2
$5.50
o'clock
from
the
residence.
sation, and hoping that her work sone of Hallowell; Father Kenyon
hrougti the State will bring her to of Rockland; Father Patterson of Bar McLAIN—At Warren, June 25. Walter J.
McLain, aged 33 years, 1 month. 8 days.
Harbor and Father Ackley of Belfast.
Rockland to attend the meetings.

IP1

-SALE-

BURPEE t LIMB
Continues All Next Week
ENDS MERCHANTS’ DAY, JULY 2

SUITS I

MEN and YOUNG MEN
Loti of Bargains Left in All Sizes and
Patterns, Priced al—

$10.50, $12.50, $14.50, $16.50, $18.50
$22.50, $24.50

SPECIALS

Hathaway Shirts.. .. .. .. .. . 98c, $1.19, $1.29

Men’s Hose.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 19c, 35c, 69c

Men’s Ties.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 55c; 2 for $1.00

Men’s Union Suits.. .. .. .. .. . 55c; 2 for $1.00

Men’s Pajamas.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1J9

Men’s Slip-on Sweaters .... $2.19, $3.19
STRAW HATS AT LOW PRICES

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie Hardware Co.

Last Chance to Save $10.00

Under the Special June Offer

“LYNN” De Luxe
RANGE BURNER

$57.50

CARD OF THANKS

Dan Munro has made arrange
Don’t take chances without automoWe wish to thank our relatives, neigh
ille insurance. Insure your automo ments with the Downyflake Dough bors and friends for the beautiful
flowers
all other acts of kindness
iile today with Roberts & Veazie, nut Co. to make their famous dough shown usand
during our late bereavement.
nc., M. F. Lovejoy, manager, Masonic nuts, starting June 24, at the restau
Edson Mitchell, Etfle Mitchell Hazen. .
'emple, Rockland,

40-S-tf

rant, 8 Park street.—adv.

Appleton.

1

Sea View Garage

A. C. MCLOON & CO.
ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTORS
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CASTINE

ROCKPORT

MARTINSVILLE

VINALHAVEN

WHY NOT BUY THE
The Golf Club House opened this
Work began Monday at the Leopold
Mrs. H. H. Healey of Grand Forks,
week with Mrs. Russell Wescott in
Mrs Myra Giles spent Sunday at N. D.. Is the guest of her daughter i * Co., paving quarry, with a crew
charge.
Exeter with her daughter Mrs. Vesta Mrs. Roscoe H. Hupper at Spruce of 100 nien,
A launching was held here Monday Morrey and also called on her Coves.
Wild Rose Patrol of Girl Scouts,
at 11.50 the schooner yacht Allen A brother Lewis Hanscom at Carmel.
Misses Marjorie Hupper
and Gertrude Vinal director, enjoyed a
3d, built by Mace Eaton, sliding into On return she was accompanied by Miriam Dow of Farmington were wienie roast at Lane's Island Thurs
the water at high tide. Mr. Eaton her granddaughter, Frances Morrey, weekend guests of Mrs. Joel H. Hup day night.
AT
built this pleasure boat for Joseph who will visit her for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vinal of New
per.
A. Moller. The hailing port will be
Rev. and Mrs. J. F. Thurston of
Miss Margaret Partridge of Au York are guests at Rockaway Inn.
Northport, Mich., and she will sail Tamworth, N. H., are visiting rela gusta spent the weekend at her cot
Mrs. Charles Chilles entertained
(Independently Owned By a Local Man)
on the Great Lakes.
tives in town for two weeks.
the Butterflies at supper at her home
tage here.
Marie Jones of Bangor is employed
Miss Elinor Robinson is at home
Oecil Andrews and S. T. Lowe have ! Wednesday,
Buy Your Tire# Here and Save the Tax
at the Farnsworth summer home.
from Farmington Normal School for employment in Warren.
! Mrs. Loyde Roberts, sister Grace
(We Have Not Advanced Our Prices Yet)
Mrs. Hammond has returned from the summer vacation.
Waldo Lowe is engaged in the Hutchins of Swampscott, Mass., and
We Challenge Any Competitive Tire In the City on Quality, Price and
a few weeks visit in Rockport and
Francis Gilbert has arrived for the wholesale catching and selling of lob- Harold Mode of New York who have
Guarantee
will spend the summer with her summer and is occupying the former sters.
‘ been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Allston
daughter Mrs. John Vogell.
Barlow house on Russell avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Robinson of Roberts , have returned to their
Let U# Grease Your Car With the Proper Lubricant
Miss Alice Littlefield has closed
Capt. W. L. Robbins and son John Peabody, Mass., are at their summer 1 homes.
The Only Station East of Portland With Two Complete Electric
her school in Veazie and is spending of the yacht Silver Spray spent home, The Anchorage.
Byron Thomas, a member of the
Greasing Equipments
her summer vacation in Castine.
Tuesday at their home here, sailing
Roscoe H. Hupper has returned to | class of 1932 Vinalhaven High School,
Rev. Oscar L. Olsen is in Machias Wednesday for Boothbay Harbor New York city after spending a few I made a record that is hard to beat
C. O. BORGERSON, Prop.
to attend the Eastern Maine summer where Mrs. Robbins will join them days with his family at Spruce Coves, j not having been absent or tardy durPARK STREET,
ROCKLAND
school of religious education of which later.
Mrs C. Waldo Lowe of Rockland 1 ing the 13 years of his schooldays,
he is a member of the faculty. La
Rev. and Mrs. G. F. Currier re is guest of Capt. and Mrs. S. T. Lowe Mrs Emma Mills has returned from
vonia Eaton who has not missed a turned Thursday from Bangor where at Tenant’s Harbor.
Quincy, Mass., where she spent the
day at Sunday school for three years they have been attending the Maine
The ladies circle met with Mrs. winter months.
accompanied him to attend the Baptist Convention.
Miss Bessie Middleton left Satur- ,
T. B. Harris last week with 13 pres
school
Fred Wallace motored to Vassal- ent and the afternoon was spent day for Wilmington, Del.
Frederick L. Smith is spending a boro and Exeter Sunday and called knotting a quilt. The next meeting Chester Soule of Bangor, a former
week with Mrs. Smith at the Camp, on friends, returning that night.
will be with Mrs. Dorothy Hupper teacher at Vinalhaven High will be
F. E. MOORE, Proprietor
Craigs Pond.
the speaker at the alumni banquet
Irvin Ott is quite ill at his home June 30.
At the Unitarian Sunday school on Limerock street.
147 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Celeste Harris who has been j Tuesday evening at 6.30 at Union
five scholars received rewards for
Mrs. Frances Oarleton is enter seriously ill is improving slowly.
Church vestry.
perfect attendance. They were Mar taining for two weeks her sister-inMrs. Willis Hooper and daughters The following party enjoyed a lob-,
TRY THE
guerite
Lucille . Faye,
Edwina
, ,,Faye,
_
..
, „
i law Mrs. Carrie Piper Brastow of Miss Sylvia and Mrs. H. H. Crie of ster broil at the Igloo Wednesday I
®
™ B1°dgett 8nd Sara ! Lewisburg, Pa., and sins Thomas and Rockland were recent guests of rela- night, Alexander Christie, Catherine 1
Pumphrey.
Calderwood. Fred Chilles, Gertrude
William, also Mrs. Thomas Brastow tlves in this place.
Coach and Mrs. C. C. Dwyer of Vinal, Alexander Davidson, Phyllis1
and sister, all of Pennsylvania.
We are glad to learn that the na
Members of the Baptist Sunday Hebron and son B. Stuart are occu- Black, Harold Arey and Ruth Ross,
tion is going to stick to gold, and school will hold their annual picnic pylng their summer home here.
Marguerite Chapter O.E.S. has dlswould give a good deal to know what
Prank Cushman of Massachusetts 1 continued meetings until September,
the place to be announced
brand of adhesive paste the nation Tuesday,
When in Need of
later. Those attending are asked to is a guest of friends and relatives in J Miss Nathalie Smith entertained
is using.—Boston Transcript.
town
I ter Sunday School teacher Miss
meet at the church at 9 o’clock,
MSss Myra Marshall and guests ' Doris Clifford and members of the
Mrs. L. True Spear left on the boat
ELECTRICAL FIXTURES OR WIRING
VINALHAVEN AND
Friday night for Boston to join her Misses Martha and Mary Desmond of class at Camp Alyosca, Shore Acres
ROCKLAND
son Ross, who is visiting there. They Somerville, Mass., occupied the Mar- a few days this week.
Let Harry Moore Quote You a Price
will spend the weekend with Mrs. shall summer home, Mars-Hall, over j The dance at Town hall Thursday
STEAMBOAT CO.
the
weekend.
i night was well attended. Music was
Spear's
sister,
Mrs.
J.
F.
Maguire,
at
BOATS
You Will Be Happily Surprised
Mrs Verita Edwards and daughter i furnished by the Night Hawks of
West Roxbury.
Between
Miss Annie Russell arrived Thurs Dorothy Helen are guests of relatives ' Rockland.
ROCKLAND
j Mrs. Nellie S. Allen returned reVinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, day morning to spend the summer at in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Porter of) cently from North Haven where she
her home on Russell avenue.
Swan’s Island
Erling Heistad, son of Hans Heis- Cincinnati, are guests at the Drift spent the winter months.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
Mrs. Olive Hurd and grandson
tad of this town was one of the Inr>JUNE 20
-----------------' Harold Leland of South Linco'n,
Subject To Change Without Notice speakers at the weekly meeting of
the Camden-Rockport Lions Club
j Norman Hurd of Bangor and Miss
Eastern Standard Time
NEW HARBOR
JACK GARNET, Proprietor
5 Frances Mansfield of Houlton have
Wednesday, his subject, “Winter
DAILY, SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Bailey and. Mr ; been recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Sports." Moving pictures to illus
Rockland
Ingraham
Hill,
VINALHAVEN LINE
trate his talk, showing skiing scenes. and Mrs. Kenneth Colby and infant Wilbur F. Coombs, Pleasant street,
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally ex- ,
ohnu-n and also nrnved verv daughter Constance spent Sunday
Mrs.
Frank
Colson
returned
Wedcept Sunday at 7 00 a m and l oo P. m. : etc- were snown ana also provea very
with Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gordon in nesday from Belfast.
Arriving at Rockland at 8.20 A. M. and I interesting.
2 20 P. M. Returning leaves Rockland at
in
interesting
| Mrs. E. A. Smalley entertained the
and profitable Newcastle.
9.30 A. M and 3.30 P M direct for Vinal- j
E. H. Gifford. W. M. McFarland Bridge Eight at her home Wednesday
haven, arriving at 10.50 A. M. and 4.50i meeting of the Farm Bureau was
p. m.
; held Thursday at the home of Mrs. and Alonzo Brackett are seining in' evening.
. Mrs. Emil Coombs was hostess to
STONINGTON & SWAN’S ISLAND Carrie Grey, Russell avenue. Miss th? Reliance.
Capt. George Gilbert In the Wil- the Needlecraft. Club at Craventhirst
LINE
Jessie Lawrence, home demonstra'
Greasing According To Manufacturers’
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex tion agent, was present and discussed lard-Daggett is at the Harbor for a J Wednesday night,
cept Sundays at 6.00 A M., Stonington with the members the matter of few days.
Specifications
Mrs. David Amiro received word
6.55, North Haven 7.50; due at Rockland
Miss Ada Wentworth of Lewiston | this week of the death of her cousin
Dinner was
about 9 00 A. M
Returning, leaves "Home Furnishings."
Rockland at 2.00 P. M .; North Haven served at noon, with Mrs. Minetta is at her cottage at Chamberlain for ! Mrs. Eva Harwood Conners of PortMILLER TIRES AND TUBES
3 00; Stonington at 4 00; due to arrive at Paul and Mrs. Maynard Ingraham thc summer.
land. Ore., which occurred June 16.
Swan's Island about 5 00 P M
Mr. and Mrs. M. F McFarland and Mrs. Conners was a former resident
In charge.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
LIGHT GROCERIES
74-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Overlock of baby Stanton were in Damariscotta of Vinalhaven and her first husband
was Charles Carver of this town.
New York city are being congratu Friday of last week.
Mrs Mary Parsons of Washington, she is survived by twins born of this
Telephone 1204-W
lated on the birth of a seven pound
boy, Robert Kenneth, on June 20. D. C., is occupying the Thomas, union. Charles Carver Jr. and Mrs.
Cora Carver Peterson, also a grandMr. Overlock is the son of Mr. and Brackett cottage for the summer.
Wyllie O’Brien of Damariscotta son, James Peterson, all of Portland,
Mrs. William Overlook of this town
At the Baptist Church Sunday was recently a business visitor at M. Mr. and Mrs. Allen Foster of MilROLLINS & STRONG
WEST ROCKPORT
' wood>. Next Sunday's lesson will be
for(f Mass., are guests of relatives
morning the pastor, Rev. G. F. Cur F. McFarland’s.
FOR YOUR
George Young and friend of Bos-, (n town,
A birthday surprise party was given a review of Genesis. The Men’s Bible
rier will take for his sermon subject
Class will sing the closing hymn.
“The Christian Basis of Life;’’ chil ton spent the weekend at his cottage Harold Arey is home from Hart- Mrs Joseph Andrews. June 17 Mem
Last Sunday's service at the Shep
I forc] conn., to visit his parents Mr. bers of the Tuesday Club and friends
dren’s story, "The Garden of the here
Alton Norton, Frank Atkins and and Mrs. Arthur Arey.
went to the house while she was taken herd Hill Schoolhouse was led by
Heart.” This service will begin at
Leah Esancy who brought an earnest
11 o'clock and will be preceded by the Mrs. Laura Hunt of Cushing spent Mrs. Della Annis and grandson for a ride by Miss Mary Fogler. On message on “Eternity.” Warren G.
church school at 10. E.Y.P.U. will Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Harold | John Annis who have been at Camp her return she was surprised to find Reynolds and H. E. Mank sang “In
1 Lookout, Shore Acres, returned Wed- her living room occupied with guests.
meet at 6.30. The subject of the eve M Wotton.
Refreshments were served and in the Sweet By and By.” Mrs. Esancy
Tel. 824-M
Tel. 1009-W ning service at 7.30 will be "Echoes Mrs. George Gilbert and family \ nesday to West Rockport.
have
moved
to
Pemaquid
Harbor
for
1
-----------------cluded a birthday cake made by Mrs. sang without accompaniment, “An
of the Convention at Bangor." TryBert Andrews The hostess was also 1 Old-Fashioned Meeting, and Mr.
Rockland, Me.
the
summe
r.
LIBERTY
tohelp Club meets Monday evening;
presented with an attractive pewter Mank sang a solo. There will be
ladies’ sewing circle at church parTrki.K,-T-o
Mrs. Georgia Bowman and Mrs flower bowl.
! service next Sunday at 2.30, standard,
! lors on Wednesday; midweek prayer
I LNANTS HARBOR
Maude Gleason were visitors at Mrs.
Robert Nutt and daughter Dorothy with special songs. Each meeting Is
Warm weather is the time to eliminate service Thursday night.
Eureka Lodge, F. & A. M.. accom- Inez Leigher’s recently.
have gone to the Samoset Hotel where 1 opened with a good live song service,
panted by Naomi Chapter OF S
Mrs- Inez Le>8her’ Howard Leigher they have employment for the sum- using the old time hymns. Attend
attended church in a body last, and Mr- and Mrs- Carl Sukeforth at- mer.
CUSHING
1 and bring a friend.
Sunday morning in observance of St i tended the funeral of their uncle.
An Outdoor Commencement
Mrs. Stella Fiske and daughter
- - • —
Hiram B. Overlook, at Stickney’s Cor
TAKE
Day.
Beverly Geyer Is passing the week John's
Myrtle of Damariscotta were recent
The graduation exercises of the
“Buxton’s", A Special Compound
in Thomaston.
Mrs. Charles Henderson is spend ner, Tuesday afternoon.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Clark.
class of 1932, Union High School, j
For sale at all drug stores. Let us
Mrs Florence Ome was enter ing a month with her mother Mrs. Mrs. Irma Rhodes called on Mrs.
Miss Viola Mank of Rockland was were held at the North Knox Fair j
Lolie
Powell
recently.
send you a booklet. Buxton Rheumatic tained Tuesday at F. L. Geyer’s.
Agnes Westwood in Quincy, Mass.
in town Sunday.
Grounds June 10. The picture made
Medicine Co., Abbot Village, Maine.
Albert Elliot and bride of Thomas
Mr and Mrs. Edw. Orcutt of Alls- Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Willard of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Parker and , by the class on the performers stand,
738tf
ton,
Mass.,
are
spending
the
summer
I
Massachusetts
called
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ton are spending this week at the A.
daughters Bernice and Hazel motored ! as well as the parts so well given
J. Elliot cottage, Bird's Point.
at their cottage on the Elmore shore. E. A. Leigher Friday evening of last to Farmington Sunday. The trip was were enjoyed by the large audience
week.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nelson
CalderOwing to injuries received by one
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. MacKenzie of
.
. , ,,
„
..
of special interest to Mr. Parker as on the grandstand. The class colors
of the workmen on the steam shovel Bridgeport, Conn., arrived here Tues- uood and famUy were calIers there it was his first vl»lt to the town since of red, white and blue were effectively
Tuesday evening.
work on the cross road was suspended day for the summer.
he attended the Abbott School there carried out by crepe paper, colored
Mr. and Mrs. William Riley and'
for a few days.
when a boy, and he noted many lights and even in the costumes
WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Esancy, Mr. daughter Doris of West Somerville,!
changes.
which for the girls were red boleros
and Mrs. Wilbert Taylor and little Mass., were recently In town, guests William Kennedy has bought the
Mrs. M. A. Fogler entertained the over white dresses and dark blue
Edith
Dunbar
of
South
Hope
were
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Raley
of
house
on
Main
street
formerly
owned
Mission Circle Thursday afternoon. coats and white trousers worn by the
CARS
Wiley’s Comer.
recently at F. I. Geyer’s.
by Mrs. Fronia Kuhn of Rockland.
Mrs. Mattie Clark of Camden and boys. The flower worn bv all was the
A large delegation from Naomi Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Thompson of Mrs. Chambertaln of Philadelphia, red rose. Evergreen trees In which
Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Simmons and
SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc. son Conley of Friendship were at F. Chapter visited Forget-me-not Chap-, Melrose. Mass., have been guests of who is spending the summer there, were concealed the flood lights made
ter in South Thomaston last Monday: Mrs. Annie Thompson.
were guests.
689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1256 L. Maloney's Sunday.
a pretty background. Music was
Leman Oxton is attending the furnished by Robbins Orchestra.
Master Lewis Johnson of Thomas evening and report a very pleasant Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey are pass
ROCKLAND
ing two weeks at their home in Surry. American Legion convention in Houl
ton has been visiting relatives in time.
66-tf
The parts were ably given thus:
Phares Dukeshire of Billerica, Dana B. Mayo, Jr., of Jonesport ton this week.
town.
Class history, Gertrude Antilla; class
The showers of the past few days prophecy, Barbara Payson; presenta
Don’t forget to place a three cent Mass., and daughter Mrs. Marion i was a recent visitor in town.
stamp on your letters beginning Baker spent a few days last week atj Dr. George H. Coombs attended the were welcome as the ground Is dry. tion of gifts. Dorothea Hannan: class
their Elmore cottage, returning home meeting of the Maine Medical Assocl-'
July 6.
Mrs. Amy Nutt was hostess to the will, Phillip Morine: valedictory,
Tuesday Club this week with Miss Dorothy Morine. The class roll:
Mrs Sadie Maloney and Mrs. Friday. Mrs. Baker will arrive here ation in Rangeley.
' Prof. Harvey Lovell of the Uni- Bernice Parker assisting.
Katheryn Maloney are renovating for the summer soon.
Gertrude E. Antilla. Robert P. Crab
The Clark Island whistle sounds 1 versity of Kentucky is with his parMiss Lottie Ewell of Rockville is tree, Bernard C. Esancy, Lucille A.
the R O. Elliot house.
good
these
days,
and
it
is
sincerely
ants.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
H.
Lovell,
visiting her niece, Mrs. Leman Oxton. Gath. Richard E. Gorden, Dorothea
Several families from this place
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Spear of A. Hannan, Arthur F. Hart, Albert
attended the circus In Rockland hoped that the other quarry whistles for the summer recess.
may soon be heard.
A telephone has been Installed In New York are occupying the Cassey W. Hastings, Austin H. Leach, Lloyd
Wednesday afternoon and evening.
Mrs. Reid Pierson has returned from j the residence of Eldred Soule.
Hussey house.
Those who attended the dance at
P. Martin, Dorothy E. Morine, Philip
the Grange hall Tuesday evening Massachusetts and New York where! Mr. and Mrs. Chester Knowles and
; C. Morine, Barbara Payson and
were privileged to listen to the she was the guest of her daughters daughter Nancy have been guests of
Thelma Watts; principal, W. P.
UNION
Sharkey - Schmeling fight, Chad- during the winter months. Richard Mrs. Bessie Kuhn.
i Thomas: superintendent, Prank D.
Rice
will
visit
his
grandparents
for
Mrs.
William
McLaughlin
has
re

O.ES.
Circle
will
have
a
public
bourne Simmons had an electric
Rowe. The dance following was held
SIMON K. HART
turned from Stamford, Conn., where dinner at Masonic hall Wednesday. at Town hall.
radio installed there for that evening. tire summer.
MONUMENTS
The
Suffering
and
Death
of
the
!
she
Passed
the
winter.
There
will
be
another
card
party
at
Orpha Killeran arrived home from
53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland Hinckley last week.
Servant of God" will be the theme Mrs. Maurice Jenness and son Masonic hall Wednesday evening for
WASHINGTON
318 tf
Mrs. Frazier Feyler of Thomaston at the Baptist Church Sunday morn Maurice of New Hampshire are visit benefit of the new High School.
ing at Dr. G. H. Coombs’.
A. D. Sherman is critically ill and is
A toxoid clinic for immunization of
was a guest at F. L. Maloney’s this ing. Solo. “Peace I Leave With You,"
Tinney, Mrs. F. W. Barton. Bible I. P. Bailey of Weld has been at his children against diphtheria will be being cared for by Mrs. Lenfest of
week.
held the afternoon of July 7 at the North Washington, assisted by MahRev. and Mrs. F. C. Wheelock and School at 1145. The superintendent! ho?e h®,r® foLa few dayschildren Frank and Carol of Spring- of missions will bring thoughts from !,, Carr°" T- Cooney of Brooklyn, N. M. E. vestry, with Dr. H|. H. Plumer lon Turner and Mr. Paul.
Miss Evelyn Bartlett entertained
a1Lhls summer home here, in attendance. The cost of this serv
field, Mass., are expected at their the State Convention with reference
Mrs' P'
Knowles and Miss Wini- ice Is only 25 cents for each child. A the girls of her Sunday School class
home. Gray-House, next Monday for to the Buker boys and their work in ! fred
Knowles of Revere, Mass., are detailed notice will appear later.
Wednesday. She had as guest also
Burma. Christian Endeavor at 6.30
the summer.
guests of Mrs. Jessie Achorn.
topic.
"How
does
Christ
meet
the
Mrs. Maude Warren of Taunton, Miss Mildred Bartlett of West Wash
Master Howard Miller who spent
Mrs. S. C. Hemingway is in Brook Mass., who is president of the Massa ington. Games were played, refresh
Since 1840 this firm has faith*"’'® the past week in town returned home needs of the world?” An invitation is lyn, N. Y.
chusetts Auxiliary to the Sons of ments served and a very pleasant aft
served the families of Knox County Sunday. It was also his birthday extended to all to come and give Him
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Peaslee, daugh Veterans visited Mrs. Bertha Meser ernoon was enjoyed.
a chance to meet your needs. “A
anniversary
and
he
received
several
LADY ATTENDANT
ter Mildred of Concord, N. H., ha vs
The ladies guild held its regular
gifts, among which was a new bicycle. word visit to the Bangor Convention" been guests of Mrs. Lilia Blaney and vey before attending the convention meeting June 21, in Masonic hall.
Day Telephone 450—781-1
in Rockland last week.
Newton J. Peck, William Andrew will be given at the evening service. Miss Marcia Blaney.
Mrs. Fred Gleason is ill at her There was good attendance, and a
and George Hubbell who were at The fourth annual vacation Bible
Miss Laura Whitcomb has returned
BURPEE’S
large amount of work was accom
Saint’s Refuge for two weeks, have School will open at 8.30 Monday from Rochester. N. Y. She was ac home. Her daughter Mrs. Lawrence plished.
A depleted treasury was re
ROCKLAND, ME.
returned to their homes in Connecti morning for the boys and girls from companied by Mrs. Grace Belden and Reynolds has come from Detroit to ported and it was decided to make a
five years old and up. Miss Evelyn
care
for
her.
cut, leaving here last Monday.
Mills is again superintendent of thelMiss
n i. Priscilla Belden who are
. at
Mr. and Mrs. James Howell and house to house canvass for funds and
Mrs. S. F. Seavey is visiting rela beginners
and primary department. Driftwood Camp. Martins Point.
Mrs.
Myrtle Judkins who spent the Tuesday June 28, was decided upon as
tives in Thomaston.
The Baptist ladies’ circle held a
past
year
in New York city while Mr. the time for beginning. As no citizen
The first shower in several weeks
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
cooked food sale in the board of trade
Howell did post-graduate work at will want to see the church closed it
came Thursday afternoon, and did
rooms Thursday afternoon
BURKETTVILLE
Columbia University, are at their is confidently expected that the
much good to grass and gardens
I,
& SON, Inc.
solicitors will receive a generous re
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Payson and Mrs. Miss Edith Benner entertained at home for the summer.
Wells are failing, and water is being
supper
and
bridge
Wednesday
eve

May Robbins of East Union were
Cemetery Memorials
Mrs. Frank Whitten of Belfast is sponse.
hauled by many residents here to
ning.
The
guests
were
Miss
Martina
callers Monday evening of Clara
supply their families and stock.
EAST UNION, MAINE
Hilton, Miss Frances Crowell and with Mrs. Abbie Meservey who has
EAGLE
been ill with bronchitis at her home.
4-tf
Jack Perie is still confined to his MacDowell.
Miss Freda Dalton.
Ruth
Mitchell
was
home
from
Lincoln Farley has arrived at his
There were 116 present at the M. E.
bed and although reported gaining, is
Camden
for
the
weekend.
church school last Sunday. The summer home on the Southwest
able to sit up but a short time. He
S. B. Miller and family were in
Junior girls sang at the close, ‘‘I Love point.
is attended by Dr. Hahn of Friend
EDWIN L. SCARLOTT ship.
Rockland last Saturday.
Him." The children's hour last Sun
Mr and Mrs. E. L. Carver and
Miss Mildred Collins has returned
day evening was enjoyed, for the grandson Ernest Brown have re
E. W. Seavey has a new horse.
Osteopathic Physician
from Camden, where she has had
little folks did well, and the commit turned from a short visit at North
Miss Marilyn Maloney visited her
Tel. 136
Know thy Future—well and favorably tee deserves a word of appreciation Haven. Hilda Bracey attended the
employment.
aunt
Mrs.
Sadie
Maloney
a
few
days
known.
Yogi
Dell,
has
during
the
twenty
35 Limerock St
Opp. PoslofHce
years of his practice established a repu for the time spent with them. Mon postefflee and was housekeeper dur
63-tf this week.
tation which Is accorded to but tew In day was boys’ night and found a good ing their absence.
Mrs. Harry Young is expected to
hls profession. Yogi Dell also cures
All
Mothers
George Sylvester was a weekend
arrive home from Arlington, Mass.,
nervous and chronic troubles, weakness, number at the shores of Senebec
know its value for
stuttering, drunkenness, cigarette habits, Lake where all Joined in an hour of visitor at Wilbert Gove’s.
this week. She has been with her
Colds, Coughs, Cuts,
and all bad habits. He develops per water sports.
Tuesday night be
Laura Brown was at Great Spruce
aunt, Mrs. Edna Warren, since last
sonal magnetism, psychic power, the art longed to the girls and found 16 at Island and cared for Mr. and Mrs.
Scalds, Burns, Bruis
October, and in the meantime has
to
control,
and
weak
Mediums
Spiritual
es, Chilblains.
reading; 50 cents and $1 to ladles. Per The Ledges with seven camp-fires Rupert Howard’s baby while they
been in a hospital for surgical opera
MONEY REFUNDED it
located 27 Park street, Rock burning, and all busy cooking their made a short trip to Camden.
JAMES KENT, D. O.
tion and radium treatment. Her ___________ ___ It tails, uaed M directed. manently
land Hours 1 to 7. And in Waldoboro
Mr. Porter has arrived at his sum
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
aunt is to accompany her home and Prepared by Norway Medicine Co, evenings 7.30 p. m. to 9 p. m.. at Mrs. own eats. (But Just ask them if they
122Stf
76*lt have to use matches for kindling mer home at Great Spruce Island.
Norway. Maine.
AU Dealers. Richards' residence, Main street.
will be her guest for awhile.

NEW TYDOL GASOLINE
COMMUNITY SERVICE STATION

GREEN GAS FILLING«STATION

FIREPROOF
GARAGE
CO.
TELEPHONE

889

NEW TYDOL

HAVE YOU TRIED THE

NEW ANTI-KNOCK TYDOL

OCEAN VIEW FILLING STATION

TYDOL GAS

CALL

ELECTRICAL
TROUBLES

1

If Not—Do So Today and Get a New Thrill Out of
Motoring
AUTOMOBILE SERVICE AND REPAIRING
GREASING, SUPPLIES,
FIRESTONE TIRES

C. E. RHODES
PHONE CAMDEN 2196

ROCKPORT,

TRY THE NEW

TYDOL KNOCK-PROOF GAS
Supplied at our Station, next North of Strand Theatre
Let Us Grease Your Car While You Are Attending
the Movies—Complete Satisfaction

Convenient, Safe Parking

LAWRENCE C. SHUTE, Prop.

Rheumatism

IL

76* It

THE PEPPY, SUPER-EFFICIENT

NEW ANTI-KNOCK TYDOL
Is Available At Our Garage
REPAIRING ACCESSORIES
WELDING
Willard Batteries
AAA and MA Club Wrecker
GOODYEAR TIRES AND TUBES
Lubrication According To Manufacturer’s Instructions
INSIDE LIFT

COGAN & DREWETT GARAGE
TELEPHONE 0-21

,

2

WARREN

r .✓-<

LEARN ABOUT FINE GASOLINE FROM US
TRY
—-

THE NEW TYDOL

h;kluaiscmiu

► EMBALMING!
MOTOR AMBUIANQ

RECTAL DISEASES

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON
632 Main Street,

Rockland

Dealers In
AUBURN AND WILLYS OVERLAND MOTOR
CARS

‘NOT A KNOCK IN A TANKFUL’

TYDOL’S NEW GAS
: : at : :

MARSTON'S GARAGE
221 Main Street

SEIBERLING TIRES

Rockland

Phone 511

GENERAL REPAIRING
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FRIENDSHIP
GARAGE
DAISY SIMMONS, Prop.

picks anti knock winner!

Ask Us For the New

TYDOL

ANTIKNOCK

Proves new TYDOL leads

FIRESTONE TIRES
GENERAL REPAIRING

Greasing Our Specialty

17 gasolines in anti-knock quality

HEALD’S SPA
West Rockport

Sells

THE

NEW
4

Wjl

TYDOL
Also

ICE CREAM

AND GOOD EATS
“The Best Is None Too Good"

GIVES VERDICT

With amazing new sound-recording equipment, en
gineers triple-check true knock-rating of 17 gaso
lines on the road... New Anti-Knock TYDOL wins.

NOW AVAILABLE
AT

Carroll’s Garage

7* II

«
THE NEW

ANTI-KNOCK

TYDOL

Greasing and Certified

General Repairs

DECIBEL KNOCK CHART
jl»“ELECTRIC EAR” is the popular name for the new
* and amazingly accurate instruments which record
sound in decibels. The “Electric Ear” was perfected by
the Electrical Research Products, Inc. These same
super-sensitive instruments were used by the Noise
Abatement Commissions of America's leading cities.
This test conducted and computed by

Meter—the amazingly sensitive “Electric Ear’’—listened
in . .. caught the faintest ping and the loudest pound . . .

And, for the first time, registered the facts about anti

knock quality under actual road conditions.

Test car with analyzer and sound
recording units . . . Equipment
truck of the Western Electric
Company, ready to test 17 gaso
lines bought in the open market.

(IICTRICAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS, INC.
Subsidiary of WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY

newTYDOL.
GASOLINE J

GASOLINE
GASOLINE

to give it premium performance at no extra cost. Compare

it today with any gasoline. And you’ll convince yourself
that it has every extra-fare quality—except the price.

Tide Water Oil Sales Corporation, 27 Main St., South Portland, Me.

— 2.8

Y

8 PREMIUM FEATURES

road-test ever made of anti-knock quality. It’s the

first test of its kind ever run.

AT NO EXTRA COST

It’s a knock-test that’s down to earth. Made on the road.

2. More Power

1. Anti-Knock

3. More Miles

Made on the hills where your own car knocks.

4. Quick Starting
17 non-ethyl gasolines were bought at road-side stations.

5. Gum-Free

6. Acid-Free

8. Always Uniform

NEW TYDOL

GASOLINE
GASOLINE

I

General Repairing
Greasing
Complete Service

M

GASOLINE

LEE LENFEST
39 MAIN STREET,

GASOLINE

Q

GASOLINE

C

GASOLINE

F

— 8.0

GASOLINE A

— 7.1

GASOLINE

K

— 7.2

GASOLINE

N

■—7.7'

A DECIBEL is on engineering unit denoting volume and
In this test the lowest decibel rat

ing (new Tydol) indicates the best anti-knock gasoline.

AT NO

ANTI-KNOCK

EXTRA COST
ALWAYS

USE

VEEDOL

MOTOR

OIL. ..100% PENNSYLVANIA

CAMDEN

TIDE WATER LEADS

nuv
GASOLINE

CAMDEN GARAGE

GASOLINE

ditions of speed, load and grade. And the new Sound

TYDOL

NEW TYDOL

WE HAVE THE

They were tested in the same car, under uniform con

WITH

WITH THE

GASOLINE

intensity of sound.

7. Stall Proof

FILL YOUR TANK

W. C. HOWE, Prop.
MECHANIC ST.,
CAMDEN

GASOLINE G

OU’RE looking at the most revealing and accurate

THOMASTON

AND MACHINE SHOP

m

GASOLINE

the list. Because actual anti-knock quality has been built

silenced at the refinery. Because millions have been spent

MAIN STREET,

AT

MCIMLS

The New Anti-Knock TYDOL won its place at the head of

into it. Because its thrust of power has been smoothed and

Carroll’s Garage

AT

ITS

FINEST

Famous Gasoline Has Made
Remarkable
Leadership

Strides

To

Tide Water realizing the neces
sity for modernization in the Refin
ing industry and fully confident of
the future, recently installed at the
Bayonne, N. J„ plant a new 10,000
bbl. per day “Tube and Tank” crack
ing unit, which has increased greatly
the high anti-knock gasoline produc
tion of that 50,000 bbl. per day refin
ery.
It is interesting to note the
fact that this new unit has been built
on about one-quarter of the ground
formerly occupied by 30 Burton Shell
stills, and 20 Burton tube type stills.
This obsolescent apparatus ceased
operation in 1927. yet it is worthy of
note that it is being tom down and
replaced by new and up-to-date
equipment, at a time when industry
in general has viewed important the
curtailment of even the most neces
sary maintenance and improvement
expenditures.
This new unit solely designed by
Tide Water's engineering department
and constructed by The Lummus
Company embodies the foremost en
gineering principles of modern engi
neering design and fabrication and Is
capable of a daily production of 6000
bbls. of 75 octane number motor fueL

Every-Other-Daf
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THOMASTON

PUBLIX HAPPINESS WEEK

Leon are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Tru
man Sawyer. They are now having
the summer vacation from teaching.
Miss Edna Hilt is leaving today for
Christmas Cove, where she wiU be
employed for the season at the Rus
sell House. She will motor over with
William Newbert, Miss Hattie Hilt
and Philip Newbert. The men will
return Saturday, and Miss Hattie

In Everybody’s Column

TO LET

I

*

Advcrtisemerits in this column not to
Mrs. John Sinex and daughter Mrs.
exceed three lines inserted once for 25
Lloyd Cowan and two children of
cents,
three times for 50 cents. Addi
SEVEN BIG DAYS
FOUR ROOM rent at 17 Drove St., $18
tional lines flve cents each for one time.
Edgewater Park, N. J., arrived in
10
cents
for three times. Six words per month. Also modern six-room rent
town Thursday and are at the Knox
on
Orove 8t.. available July 1st. Apply
make a line.
Thrills! Gifts! Surprises Every Performance!
Hotel before opening the Sinex home
DR. R W. BICKFORD.
71-tf
on Main street. Mr. Cowan is ex
SIX ROOM tenement for rent or sale
at 47 Pleasant St. LILLIAN BICKNELL.
pected about the first of July.
82 Limerock St.___________________ 75*77
STOP! LOOK! THIS IS
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Knights of Pythias hall was the
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to
scene of a pretty party Thursday
let. good location, rent reasonable.
af- '-roon when members of ,hp J W&rren Gammage at South Bristol.
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
7"
5??.
.nd
Miss
Grace
Miller
of
this
town
and
I DON'T ASK PITY *
66-tf
dancing class conducted by Mr. and ...
,______ >g
M s. William
M>ss Georgia Young of Cushing, both lar______
I wont lov«. ..consum
M:
William Kinnev
Kinney entertained
entertained at
at of
MUNRO'S
CIGAR
STORE
to
let.
with
J.
K.
Jackson.
Belfast.
Me.
Call
alter
the class of '32 T.H.S., will go to 5 o'clock at 7 Willow St. FLORENCE pool table; also three chair shoe shine
i a o'clock tea dance, the first in a
ing love to sweep mo
Christmas Cove later. They will also STAPLES
stand. Apply DAN MUNRO. 8 Park St.
74-76
aeries of monthly parties planned to be employed at the Russell House.
away from this loneli*
LADY'S diamond ring lost on Main St.. Tel. 8478 _________________________ 76-78
supplement the course. Matrons
UPPER TENEMENT of six rooms and
Mrs. Nathan Copeland continues Rockland: $5 reward or one year free
note, this heat, this
were Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton, Mrs. ill at her home on Wadsworth street. haircuts if returned to NINO ANASTA bath to let at 121 Maverick 8t, also two
desert of exile where
SIO. or leave at this office.
76-lt small houses on Park St.. L E HOWGuy Lermond and Mrs. Edwin F.
Mrs. Judson Creamer of Rockland
all I see is men, men
Lynch. William T. Smith, Jr. and was guest of her niece Mrs. Perley “REAL PEARL beads lost ln Rockland. ARD, 121 Maverick St. Tel. 212-M. 74*76
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
----- j TWO or three room furnished apartReward. MRS. CLIFTON MORSE. Port
I Eloise Dunn did the honors as host Hall Friday.
turned savages I
75-77 ment to let. THE FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
Clyde.
anti hostess. The hall was attrac
THEY’RE fighting again
74-76
Mrs. Walter Powers and children
—The owner of Deposit Book St.
tively decorated with flowers, and the are in Gardiner where Mrs. Powers is No.NOTICE
5416 Issued by the Rockland Loan
FIVE ROOM apartment, all modern
■ —or yet...and they’re
six
small
tables
for
refreshments
and Building Association has notified to let. also one room on Main St. DAVID
TALLULAH BANKHEAD
the Association that said Deposit Book RUBENSTEIN. Tel. 1285.
76-78
! were pretty in yellow and white caring for her mother who is ill.
funnier than ever in the
The Maine Central R. R. Co. has has been lost, and that he requests a
IN
linen
with
placecards
and
favors
for
FOUR room apartment with bath to
duplicate
of
the
same.
ROCKLAND
picture that sweeps you
had its bridge on Wadsworth street
each, corsage bouquets for the girls recovered with four inch hard LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION. let. street floor, 83 Park St.; also eight
rooms, second floor. 277 Main St. TEL.
to the heart of movieBy M. O Ourdy. Secretary. Rockland. 741
and boutonnieres for the young men.
-R._________
71-tf
planks and new sides built of Maine. June 17, 1932 .
73-S-79
J
Sandwiches,
punch,
fancy
cookies
land, hits its hot and high
SINGLE house to let. flush toilet,
With
matched boards, making a safe and
and candy were served. Mr. Kinney neat structure. The weak stringers
garage, at 8 Rockland St. Inquire D.
spots, and smacks out
SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St._________ 73-tf
provided piano music for the danc were replaced by new ones.
CHARLES BICKFORD, PAUL LUKAS
FOUR
ROOM rent at 17 Orove
St..$18
ing, and ten couples were on the
the greatest bunch of
_.
________
♦
Joseph,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wil

per month. Apply DR. R. W. BICKA Paramount Publix Theatre
floor: Hazel Harrison, Marion Felt, liam Richards, was given a party Fri
laughs that ever filled a
FORD.__________________________ 71-tf
Anne Jacobs, Cleora Condon. Phyllis day afternoon in observance of his
........a ~fWe ROOM apartment. 750 Main St ,
theatre. SEE—
Beiasco, Elizabeth Brown, Barbara seventh birthday anniversary. The
Added Attractions
ROOMERS wanted, with or without opposite Crockett Block; bath, hot water
Now Showing
Tuesday
Night
Feyler, Evangeline Paquin, Eloise dining room was prettily decorated board. MRS. E C. GRANT. 184 South heat, with oil burner. C. A. HAMILTON,
‘Attorney For
The Four Marx
63-tf 29 Chestnut St.
73-tf
' Dunn, Richard Bucklin, Woodrow in green and yellow. Games were Main St. Tel. 526-M.
The Defense"
Brothers
Shows 2.00, 6.45, 8.45
WASHINGS
wanted
to
do
at
home.
32 FT. CABIN CRUISER to let- -New
Verge,
Ernest
Hoffses,
Fred
Bucklin,
in
with
played,
in
which
Marjorie
and
Abbie
Prices
reasonable.
MRS.
HAZEL
CON

engine,
toilet,
stove,
all
electric;
14
knot;
Monkey Business
Continuous Saturday
Charles Spear, Russell Morgan, Rich Richards were very helpful. Lunch ARY, 69 Crescent St.. Rockland. 76*78 by month or season. J. N. SOUTHARD.
Edmund Lowe
ard Spear, Russell Young, Frank eon included a birthday cake, and
71-70
2.15 to 10.45
POSITION wanted by large, strong, re Rockland.
Jacobs, William Keefe, William T. Joseph received a number of nice liable girl of 13 years, to care for small
FURNISHED tenement to let. all mod
Smith, Jr.
em. electric lights, gas. bath, hot water
gilts. Those present were Arlene children afternoons or evenings. CALL
74*76 h«at. FLOYD L. SHAW. 47 North Main
CAMDEN
WARREN
The Salvation Army will be in town Fickett of Rockland, Mildred and 794.
68-tf
TAXI driver wanted. Must be expe St. Tel. 422-R.
.Holiday House, on the Belfast
The crowning event of the Red and next week to solicit funds for the Douglas Rich, Albert Mank. Jr., Ed
and furnish references. Apply
FIVE ROOM flat, all modern, 23
road, the vacation home maintained Green Contest sponsored by the Bap- annual home service appeal. Tlie so win Leach. Neil Libby, Russell Kel rienced
ln person at 23 PARK ST.
74-76 Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
GEORGE SIDNEY
by the Girls’ Friendly Society of the tist Church was the supper served the licitors will be in Salvation Army ley, Betty Whitney. Mary Richards,
66-tf
COUPE or small truck wanted; cheap. 240 ^roadway.
| Episcopal Diocesp of Maine, opened winners by the Reds, with Mrs. Emma uniform. When they knock at the Virginia and Patricia Roes, Joseph TEL. 365-J.
74*76
CHARLIE MURRAY
FOUR room apartment to let, sunThursday with Mrs. W. G. Shepard Wyllie chairman. Following the. sup- door, friends are urged to give as Richards.
porch. toilet, heater, good closets, pleas
Jun« Clyde, Norman Foster.
ant yard. 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W.
of Portland housemother.
per an amusing entertainment was much as possible so that the work
The Twilight League game Friday
_______ _____________________
68-tf
The ladies of the Methodist society given, Mrs. Louie Drewett chairman of the Army may be carried on played at St. George resulted in a
MONDAY—SPECIAL CHILDREN’S MATINEE
THREE desirable rents. $15. $18 or $2S
will hold a summer sale at the ves of the committee, with these num through the coming year.
score
of
St.
George
4,
Thomaston
1.
month.
ERNEST
C.
DAVIS,
at
Fuller2.00 o'clock. Admission 10 Cents—To Every Child
A special joint meeting of import Orett Robinson is using a portion
try Wednesday, at 2 o'clock. Fancy bers: Vocal solos. "I Would Be a Little
Cobb-Davls.
62-tf
ana useful articles, Japanese novel Sunbeam" and "Springtime In the ance to the American Legion and of his vacation in painting his house.
SMALL single house, clean and cosy, to
Free Ice Cream, Pop Corn
Rockies
”
bv
Beverly
Cogan:
a
comic
ties and refreshments will be on sale.
Auxiliary will be held at the Legion
Family with children preferred.
Barlow Wetherbee, formerly of
MILL WOOD, four foot lengths $6. let.
MABEL RAWLEY, 130 Main St. Tel.
skit, “A Slight Misunderstanding,’ rooms this Saturday evening at 7.30.
Supper from 5.30 to 7.
stove length $7. Junks and fitted hard 676-M.
Warren,
is
spending
a
few
days
at
the
____
66-tf
MONDAY NIGHT ONLY
The annual meeting of the Camden Miss Annie Starrett and Roger H. F. Frederick, architect of Boston Knox Hotel.
wood at market prlaas. L. A. PACKARD.
TENEMENT to let on Court St. ER
R. F. D.. Thomaston;
68-tf
Garden Club will be held at White- Teague: vocal duet. "In the Garden," will be at this meeting.
Services at the Baptist Church
To every purchaser of an Admission
HORSES Work horses weighing 1200 NEST C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
hall Inn Tuesday, at 230. Following i Mrs. Hazel Pease and Mrs. Mildred
Alfred M. Strout, Bowdoin alumnus Sunday: Bible school at 9.45 a. m.
1500. all good workers; also ten cows
Ticket We Will Present a
the business meeting there will be an Berry; poem by Elizabeth Kenniston; of the class of 1926, attended the morning worship at 11; at 7.30 a prb- to
APARTMENT to let ln Bicknell Block.
for sale. MURDICK CRAMER. Washing
interesting speaker. Refreshments ■ reading by Miss Tena McCallum; alumni gathering in Brunswick Wed gram of music by the Little Sym ton. Me
75-77 MRS. B. B. SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel. 264.
LOAF OF BREAD—FREE
will be served. The annual flower ] song by the boys' chorus; comic skit, nesday.
66-tf
22 FOOT power boat ln excellent con
phony Orchestra and a male chorus,
show takes place July 19.
I “Road To-maro," Katheryn Peabody.
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
Henry Jackson of California called with a talk by the pastor illustrated dition for sale. Dodge engine Just In
DON'T FORGET
TODAY
stalled. Fine boat for vacation. K R able for family of two or tiiree, at ,J
John Clayter and Martin Richards ' Charles Trone and Lee Oxton. One on his cousin, A. K. Ludwig recently
MONDAY MATINEE—FREE ICE
TIM McCOY
by chalk drawings. A silver collec SPEAR. 586 Main St.
76*81 Summer Rt. Apply to MRS. FROST
of
Arey-Heal
Post,
A.L.,
are
attend-1
hundred
and
five
members
of
the
They
had
not
met
for
46
years.
00-t.
CREAM,
POPCORN,
to
Children
in
tion will be taken.
TWO horse mowing machine, two horse Tel. 318-W.
Sunday school enjoyed this social af
ing
as
delegates
the
State
convention
Mrs.
Lizzie
Whitmore
who
has
been
EVENING
—
FREE
BREAD
AT 30 HIGH STREET three furnlshe.l
"THE TEXAS CYCLONE"
Gordon
O'Brien
of
New
York
city
i
J*8ger.
and
riding
wagon
for
sale
FRED
of the Legion held this week in fair. Tuesday afternoon from 2 to 5 at Mrs. Chesley Delano's for two is the guest of Howard Swift.
rooms or single room to let. bath and
A HANSEN' Mountain St.. Camden.
the little ones of the primary depart weeks, has now returned to her home
76*81 garage, all modern. For Information see
Houlton.
HILL DANE Tel. 427 .
06-tf
Fcurth of July at 11 o'clock, stand
IF SOLD AT ONCE, $900 Butter-Klst
Mrs. Charles Hofer has arrived ment were entertained by the losers in Warren.
APPLETON
FURNISHED apartment to let. two
in
the
contest
at
lunch,
lemonade,
Pop Com Machine for $50. Cash. Applv
BIG
FIVE
LEAGUE
Horn
Cincinnati,
to
spend
the
sum

ard, when several candidates will reThe last meeting for the summer of
L. A. M.. Courier-Gazette.
76-78 rooms, private bath. 192 LIMEROCK ST.
cake, sandwiches and cookies being
mer in Camden.
Tel. 600 or 211-M.
66-tf
Grace Chapter. O.E.S., was held Wed
$95 SINGER portable electric Sewing
Special services at the Pentecostal ccive the rite of immersion. Serv
Mrs. J. R. Prescott and daughter served to 45, Mrs. Mildred Berry nesday evening. Golden Rod Chap
The Dragons gained a half game Machine
HALF HOUSE, 17 Warren St., all sepa
with attachments for sale.
Church June 29 with baptism on the lets all day July 4.
Marion of Newtonville. Mass., are' chairman of the committee. Games ter of Rcckland were guests. The on the leaders Wednesday night bv Nearly new. Cheap for cash. F. ED rate Inquire 11 JAMES ST. or 12 WAR67-tf
75*77 REN ST. Tel. 577 .
, spending a few weeks at the Perry I and stories were also enjoyed by the degrees were conferred upon a candi winning from Whitehead while South WARDS. Gen. Del.. Belfast. Me
Thomaston
was
idle.
The
Pirates
KITCHEN
stove
with
hot
water
coll,
and
FURNISHED
three
room
apartment
to
Homestead, Elm street.
;
„ , ,,,
.. .
date. Luncheon was served in the
, Mrs. Clarence T. MacNeille of „ “r- and Mr*' Fred wyuie- Maurice banquet hall. Mrs. Russell Davis was dissolved the three-corner tie for the 4-burner oil stove with back and oven let. rear 11 Masonic St. Near postofflee.
MRS.
E.
K.
MILLS.
66-tf
for
sale.
ALICE
MARRINER.
Tel.
575.
Gler.coe, Ill., has opened her house : Wyllie, Mrs. Carrie Butler and Mrs. committee on arrangements, Mrs. second division by defeating Rock
75-77
FURNISHED apartment to let at 556
: on High street for the summer.
, Laura Seavey attended the State Bapville 14 to 6. The Pirates went into FIVE TUBE Crosley Electric Radio M»n
St. Inquire at FULLER-COBBZelma M. Dwinal will address the Itlst convention Wednesday at Bangor Minnie Andrews, Mrs. Cora Knights, fourth place, while Whitehead and with
66-tf
speaker for sale, good condition. DRVIS.
From the estate of the late Mrs. Mrs. Doris Simmons and Mrs. Wini Rockville remained in a tie for last. TEL 1186-R.
76-78
meeting of the Waldo County selectFIVE rooms to let upstairs at 14 Pleas
fred Slader were housekeepers.
Ella
Blackington
of
Farmington,
N.
The
standing:
SPINACH,
beet
and
swlss
chard
greens.
| men's association at Morrill next
ant St., all modern, hot water system.
Arthur Kalloch is at Knox Hospital
H., the sum of $500 has been received
63-tf
very soon. BOWDEN'S. Lake Ave- H. B. BARTER. Call 25 .
Won Last
PC Pea3
I Thursday evening.
for treatment.
Highlands. Tel. 1183-R.
75-77
by
the
Warren
Baptist
Church,
the
So.
Thomaston
..7
2
.778
| Prof. Wilmot Mitchell of Bowdoin
in
Mrs. Homer P. Small and daugh
SEEDLINOS. strong, stocky, large va
.........6$
4
.600 riety.
| College will occupy the pulpit in the income to be used to aid in the sup ter Ruth who have been visiting Mrs Dragons ............ 6
all 35c doz. Strong tomato plants
Kickapoo .......... 2
2
.500 35c doz. Cabbage plants 45c per 100
! First Congregational Church Sunday port of the church.
Mrs. David E. DolofT of Biddeford Blanchard T. Orne have returned Pirates ................ 4
5
.445 Pansy plants, fine colors, large flowers.
| morning.
to their home in East Machias.
basket. CHATER'S GARDENS. Cam ♦
Rockville ............ 3
6
.333 20c
Until further notice, the postoflice and son Norman, a member of the
den. turn to left beyond Rockport bridge JI..............Jj
Stanley
Kalloch
of
Bangor
is
lebby will be open on Saturdays un- ^uhlty of the hi*h J**™1 at °ld
Whitehead
........
3
6
.333
74-tf
t,l « p. ».
Sunday, «. ,
j
’T«
spending the weekend with his par
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acrea.
Tomorrow's games: Whitehead vs.
at
VICTOR Electric Orthophonlc for sale.
buildings, pasture land. hay.
ents Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kalloch.
Pirates at Rockland; Rockville vs. Plays 12 records. Cheap. H L. BOSSA mpdern
9.30 a. m. and from 4.30 to 6 p. m
apple
orchards, lumber and fire wood.
Alts.
Cora
Currier
entertained
at
Mrs. Albert White and son Da
74*76 MRS H. P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
South Thomaston at South Thomas Friendship.
Miss Sylvia Langman of New’ York
eitv *fouzhter of *Mr**and*Mrs"Dav*id ■ vid accompanied by Mrs. Amanda cards Thursday evening Mrs. Georgie ton.
66-tf
DRY FI'l’IED hard wood, under cover St. Camden. Tel. 2597.
m .V? Winslow and Misses Winnie and Lizzie . Robinson. Mrs. Lucy Clark and Mrs.
Junks $10. W. L OXTON. West
LARGE house for sale, one acre of land.
The Pirates play a double-header $10.
Langman, will give a concert in the ,
_ _ , ... ,,
_ ...
Rockport.
Tel.
8011
Camden.
66-tf
Spalding. Mrs. Robinson had at Community Park tomorrow tak
Oootl location for gas station. $1200
opera house July 12. She will be asR°bbmS 3t Matie
Two family house, $1050: seven rooffi
highest score
DRY HARD fitted wood $10. Junks $10.
ststed by Celia Guerney of New York ■ E“trsUnI,®n Wednesday.
ing Whitehead in a league game and hard
house, $1250. Good trade ln new house.
wood
limbs
$9.
long
$8.
soft
wood
Mrs. Charles Gray of Boston is the plaving their return game with South
J
1
Mrs.
Isa
Teague
and
Mrs.
Charles
This Happy I loliday Week
L.
A THURSTON. 468 Old County road.
and slabs $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel.
city, a mezzo-contralto. Miss Lang
guest of her niece Miss Ardelle Maxey Waldoboro.
75-77
66-tf Rockland.
The Pirates lost to 253-21.
man is a pianist of unusual ability Overlock were hostesses Wednesday at
Frances, young daughter of Mr
SMALL seven room house for sale, at
will bring pleasure to
and Miss Guerney a singer of renown. the home of the former to 50 mem and Mrs. Raymond Wotton has re South Waldoboro 6 to 1 earlier in the
South Warren, lights, bath, electric
Comique Theatre bookings include bers of the Ladies' Aid of North Wal turned from the hospital at Damari season and are going up there tomor
water system, never falling spring, barn
doboro and several guests. Those
row
with
everv
intention
of
winning
attached; also small building suitable
for
Monday
and
Tuesday.
Richard
everybody in this
were Belie Sprague, Caroline scotta where she had an operation two games. Carter and Robbins are
for garage, one acre land. Inquire MRS.
Barthclmess in "Alias The Doctor;” present
M. P. JORDAN. Brooklyn Heights. Thom
Sprague of Dedham, Nellie Oliver, I for wrv neck. Her neck is still in a the probable starting pitchers for the
Wednesday and Thursday, John and
aston. Tel. 57-4.__________________ 74-tf
community
Cora
B.
Waiter,
Jennie
Mank,
Elizacast
but
she
appears
to
be
doing
well.
first
game
and
a
great
duel
is
expect

Lionel Barrymore in “Arsene Lupin;” both Greene, Oradell Stahl, Lura Dr Larsen is attending her.
ABOUT three acres land at The High
ed unless the Pirates uncover their
Friday, Ann Harding in "Prestige;” Walter, Laura Teague, Mrs. A. J.
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times. lands with barn and cellar thereon, for
The
correspondent
has
been
re

Ah
heavy hitting.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO sale. Nice building spot. TEL. 217-W
Saturday, Elissa Landi in "Devil's Walter and family, Doris Duswald,
quested to state that th" report cur
52-tf
63-tf
Lottery."
Mrs. Ruby Miller and family, Mrs. rent that Mrs. C'.ive Brasier was
Shi,.', in COKILANU- tou can ouy
GET INTO—Profitable popcorn and
Pirates 14, Rockville 6
Rev. and Mrs. Guy Robbins arrive I Geneva Eugley and family. Lydia
candy business and cash In on copies of Tlie Courier-Gazette, with tha
The Rockland Pirates defeated popcorn
i from Lawrence, Mass., the first of Morse, Evelyn Davis, Celia Teague. liable to lose her leg because of
i
the big profits. Hundreds of men and home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
| next week to spend the summer at ! George Teague, Louise Teague. W. L. gangrene infection, is incorrect. A Rockville for the third straight time women throughout the country becom gress St.; or Roea Newa-atand, 381 Vi Con
c’ot of blood in a vein had stopped Wednesday night, walloping out a 14 ing financially Independent on very small gress Rt
Juniper Lodge, Lake Megunticook.
lb
Teague. Bert Boggs, Mr. Greene.
Find out how easy you can
Mrs. W. E. Gill of Boston has ar- | Gwendolyn Scott, W. R. Walter and the circulation. It has been removed to 6 victory. Rockville scored three Investment.
start with a Star Machine -the world's
runs in the first inning, but after finest. H. E. STOVER, District Repre
I rived at Carmonwill, Lake Megunti- Guy Ames of North Waldoboro, Mrs. and the foot is becoming normal.
Edward Carleton who is visiting that could do little with the offer sentative. Box 432. Portsmouth. N. H.
By seeing tbe Splendid'
i cook, for the season.
i Charles Overlock and family, Mrs. Isa
76*78
Mrs. Frcif Trask has been spending j Teague and family, Janet Wade of Mr. and Mrs. George Mero is a de ings of Frank Hallowell The Pirates
tective bv profession. He has re batted around in their half of the
WANT a TAXI? Tel. 999 or 515-J.
a few days ln Portland.
Bargains in Men’s Wear
Warren, Mrs. Ruth Howard and others
Reservations solicited. V. P. HALL. 21
Dr. and Mrs. Guy Blood have re- of Rockland. Dinner was served at cently been transferred from Min- first, scoring five runs, and never Rockland St.. Rockland. Me.
71-tf
neaDolis to Atlanta. Ga.
If you have a cottage to let or
being
in
danger
thereafter.
Hamaj
turned
to
Roslindale,
Mass.,
after
a
ROCKLAND Body and Fender Shop.
noon and ice cream and cake in the
At Our Store
desire summer boarders advertise the
Earl
Cogan
has
gone
to
Bar
Har

lainen
started
for
the
losers
and
re

Body.
wood,
top
and
glass
work,
welding,
visit with relatives in Camden.
fact ln this paper where thousands
afternoon. A pleasant social time was
will Tad of It.
Mrs. Frank L. Kennedy entertained enjoyed, most of the guests being old bor to install an electric compressor tired under fire in the fourth. Lof spraying and fender work. TEL. 466-M
in the Hall granite quarry, which ic man lasted two-thirds of an inning
63-tf
the
Ladies
of
the
G.A.R.
at
her
camp
AT HOLIDAY BEACH, six room cot
school friends of Mrs. Teague when op"rated bv Booth Bros.
Unparalleled Values
LADIES- Reliable hair gooas at Rock tage. water and lights, by week or month.
at Coleman Pond Thursday. Picnic I she lived at North Waldoboro.
when he developed a wild streak and land
Hair
Store.
24
Elm
St.
Mall
orden
Capt. Frank Cushman was up from
A. J. SPALDING at Veazie Hardware Co.
1 dinner was served at noon.
Mrs. E. D. Mank of North Waldo- Friendship Fridav to bring Rav walked three consecutive batters. solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
or Tel Thomaston 18-5.
76-78
Every Article Guaranteed
66-tf
Saturday at the Trotting Park boro js visiting her daughter Mrs. Isa Kirkland, who pitched for Thomaston “Firpo" Frye led the Pirate attack
AT CRESCENT BEACH, for sale or to
while Frank Stewart continued his
j grounds Camden and Waldoboro will j Teague,
let for the season, large furnished cot
in the Twilight League game with heavy hitting with a pair of doubles.
tage: everything modern, two car garage.
cross bats. Game called at 4 o'clock. ! Mr. an(j Mrs. Harry Gordon arc St.
George.
EDW. OB. OONIA Tel. 710.
59-tf
Matson
2,
off
Hallowell
2.
Umpires,
j Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will ' visiting relatives
Ed. I.ofman got a homer for Rock
Boston and
Mrs.
M.
R.
Linscott
(Amy
Beck

Hall
and
Engleson.
THE HIRAM SMALL Homestead at
ville in the sixth. The score;
I observe children's night at their vicinity.
Orescent Beach to let by month or sea
ett! and children Maynard. Harlan
meeting Wednesday. Program and
Rockville
son. TEL. 784-J or Inquire on premises.
Mrs. Lawrence Dolham and Clayton and Jeanette of Brunswick are
Dragons 13, Whitehead 2
______________________________76*81
I refreshments.
ab
r
bh
tb
po
a
e
Littlehaie motored Thursday to spending the weekend with Mrs. LinHunt was too many guns for the
MIKE ARMATA, Proprietor
Ladd, cf ............ 4 12 2 10 0
NEW FURNISHED cottage for sale at
Washington. They were accompanied scott’s mother Mrs. Sanford Hyler.
Collamore, ss .... 3 2 2 2 2
2 0 Coast Guards men from Whitehead Spruce Head, price $750 Cottages to let
ROCKLAND
PARK ST.
Opp. Park Theatre
It seems that the crying need of on their return by Mrs. Elvin Creamer
Mrs. John Tillson entertained the
for sale, good locations, lakes and
0 2 Wednesday night, and the outfit from and
i the Democrats ls a good referee — and daughters Shirley, Frances and members of the Methodist Sewing M. Starr, lb ..... 4 1 0 0 6
seashore. L. A THURSTON. 468 Old
1 0 the cement plant won an easy vic County road, Rockland
75-77
Mrs. Forrest Linscott who spent the Club at her home on Green street Helin, 3b ........ 3 0 0 0 0
. Atlanta Constitution.
Graffam. 2b ..... 4 0 1 1 12 1 tory. The score:
day Thursday with Mrs. Lloyd Sim Wednesday afternoon.
FURNISHED cottage tor rent by the
Dragons
day. week or month. J. S. ALLARD 8c
Matson, rf, p .... 3 0 0 0 1
0 0
mons.
L. C. Sturtevant who went to Bos
ab r bh tb po a e SON. Ocean View Point, Spruce Head.
Mrs. Fannie Wyllie entertained at ton for an operation on his eye re E. Crockett, if.. 200 0 000
Me.___________
74-79
Valenta,
cf
.......
5
2
2
2
2
0
0
0 1
dinner Thursday Mrs. Alice Brown, ports that it was successful and he Salminen, c ..... 3 1 0 0 4
FURNISHED cottage for rent, built In
Hamalainen, p„ 201 1 000 Cates, 2b ........ 4 112 15 1 1932
Mrs. Laura Starrett, Mrs. Boynton expects to return to town soon.
on upper Megunticook Ijtke. Lin
Hinckley, 3b .... 3 2 0 0 0
1 1 colnville.
Good road, drive right to cot
Maxey and daughter Joan, Mrs. Grace
Miss Lawrie Griffin is visiting her E. Lofman, rf, plll4200 Hunt, p ............ 4 2 2 2 1
1 0 tage. screened porch, float, row boat,
Spear and Mrs. Evelyn Robinson
sister Mrs. Edward Elliot.
Ice.
wood
and
spring water. $15 per week.
29 6 7 10 17* 5 3 Teei, rf ............ 2 10 0 10 0 JOHNSON TALBOT.
Charles Saunders has poured the
' Lincolnville or at
Mrs. William Fessenden and Miss
Robbins,
rf
......
2
1110
0
0
Pirates
KNOX
GARAGE.
Inc., Camden. Mc
cement for the foundation to the new Anna Fessenden of Newtonville
Perry,
lb,
ss
....
4
2
2
3
3
0
1
ab
r
bh
tb
po
a
r
house he is building on the site of Mass., have arrived and opened their
COTTAGE at Cooper's Beach for sale
Carter, ss ........ 3 3 0 0 0 1 0 Starr, ir ......... 3 1 2 3 0 0 0
the house which he recently tore home on School street.
to let. 6 rooms, electric lights, water,
Cl. Mosher, cf. 4200 100 O'Brien, c ........ 4 1117 11 or
down.
garage,
10 minutes from town. Call
Services will be held at the FederMrs. Amy Fuller has been the guest ated Church Sunday as follows; Stewart, lb ..... 3 3 2 4 5 1 1 Davis, ss ......... 2 0 0 0 1 2 1 178-R or BLACKINGTONS CLOTHINO
Day,
lb
............
2
0
0
0
5
0
0
STORE
H.tr
of her son Ernest Fuller and family Sunday school at 9.45 a. m.; morn Collins, 3b ...... 3 2 2 2 1 0 0
Frye, c .............. 5 2 3 3 10 0 0
at Belfast for a few days.
AT ASH POINT, six room cottage for
Happiness Week Every Week In Your
ing service at 11. subject, “The Man E. Crockett, if., 30 1 1100
35
13
11
14
21
10
5
sale or to let for the season; lights and
The Baptist Church is having the Who Played God.” The music will
telephone. DR. C. F. FRENCH. Rock
Whitehead
lighting facilities improved. Edwin include, “God's Mercy,” by Weiss, Winchenbach, rf 4000000
land.
71-tf
Home After You Have a
ab
r
bh
tb
po
a
(
Chisholm, 2b .... 4 1 2 2 3 2 0
Gammon doing the work.
with duet by Miss Thelma Linscott
AT GINN'S POINT near Crescent
Miss Alice White of East Orland is and Forrest Stone and violin obli Hallowell, p ... 4 1 2 2 0 2 0 Kelley, rf ........ 4 0 0 0 0 0 ( Beach, cottage and house to let. either
Beaudoin, ss ..... 3 0 2 3 1 IS or both for season or by the month. E
the guest of her cousin, Mrs. Flora gato by Howard Beattie. Evening
33 14 12 14 21 6 1 Rogers, c .......... 4 0 1 3 7 1 1 F GINN. 97 Pitt St.. Portland. Me. 71*76
Peabody, both at her Warren home service at 7, when the subject will be,
FOR SALE or to let, by day or season,
• Carter hit by batted ball ln first. H Carr, 2b ...... 3 0 0 0 4 2 1
and at her Crescent Beach cottage.
cottages at Waterman's Beach.
Rockville ........... 300002 1—6 Tripp, cf ........ 4 0 1 1 2 0 ' ( several
Ruth Starrett played the selections “As Jesus Passed By.”
Excellent
prices reasonable. E.
The June picnic of the Beta Alpha Pirates ............... 5 0 0 1 7 1 x—14 Carter, lb, p ....
30 00 1
11 V. SHEA. locations,
“The Yellow Duckling" and the
South Thomaston. Tel. 354-11.
Club
was
held
Friday
evening
at
Mrs.
Freeman,
3b
.....
3
0
0
0
1
0!
Two-base
hits,
Stewart
2
Home
68-tf
“Minuet" in the recital given bv the
31 23 0 0 1
pupils of Miss Margaret Stahl Thurs- Fred Davis’ cottage at Cooper's runs, Lofman. Sacrifice hit, Colla V. Carr, p, rf ....
TWO desirable cottages at Crescent
Beach,
with
26
in
attendancs.
The
FoSter,
lb,
p
....
3
1
0
0
2
0:
Beach
for
sale.
Both
In
excellent
loca

more. Stolen bases, Ladd 2, Helin,
i day evening at the Universalist
charming spot and the hospitality of Collamore. Struck out, by Hama
tions. price reasonable EDWIN V. SHEA.
Church vestry.
South
Thomaston.
Tel.
354-11.
67-tf
30 2 6 10 18 5 1
Residents of Main street were the committee. Mrs. Vera Robinson. lainen 1, by Lofman 1, by Matson 2,
SIX ROOM cottage with garage. Cres
pleased to see the chloride spread Mrs. Eleanor Clark. Mrs. Ann Day bv Hallowell 9. Bases on balls, of! Whitehead ........ 0 0 0 0 0 0 2—! cent Beach, flve miles from the City ot
there Thursday as the dust has been and Mrs. Georgie Thorndike, made Hamalainen 1, off Lofman 4, off Dragons .............. 5 0 1 4 0 3 x—13 Rockland, to let for July and August.
Two-base hits, V. Carr, Beaudoin, Apply MRS. ALBERTA ROSE. 26 Clarena great annoyance the past month, it an outing long to be remembered.
___
59-tf
Miss Larissa Richards of this town '
Cates, Starr, Perry. Three-base hit. don St.. Rockland.
especially so because of the dry
was among the recent graduates at |
THOMASTON
Rogers. Stolen bases, Valenta, Starr,
weather.
Robbins, V. Carr. Double play Hunt
Eleven pupiis have been enrolled in Knox Hospital. Her Thomaston
I Will Deliver the Best
; and Day. Bases on balls, off Carr 1
the
violin comse given by the Maine friends congratulate her.
F.O.B.
HARD
COAL.
A sail boat, is being constructed for I
j off Foster 1, off Hunt 2. Struck out
School of Music with Prof. Alfred
You Can Buy For $13.50
bv Carter 4. by Foster 2, by Hunt 6
Rougier of Rockland, former orches Richard O. Elliot at the C. A. Morse j
Order Now!
LATE 1929 Hudson sedan, Al condition,
Umpires, Smalley and Felt.
tra leader at Salem and Lynn, as in & Son boatshop.
low mileage; cost new $1500. price now
Mr. and Mrs. Errol Buker and son |
structor. Lessons are given every
New River Soft Coal $7.50
$390, terms or trade. ROLAND E. PAYThursday forenoon at the Warren
SON, East Union. Tel. Union 18-2. 75*77
Trucking
High School building.
1855
1932
Strout Insurance Agency
SEVEN PASSENGER President 8 Sedan,
ELECTRICIANS
Crushed Rock, 50c a Ton
excellent" condition, for sale. HENRY B.
17
GREEN
ST.
THOMASTON,
ME.
E.
A.
GLIDDEN
&
CO.
BIRD.
Rockland.
74-tf
At last this country has arrived at
TEL. 721
ROCKLAND,
442 MAIN STREET,
Waldoboro and Rockland
FRANKLIN touring car fqr sale, mile
equal division of capital and labor.
J. B. PAULSEN ,..
Insuranee in all Its branches
age 20,000. Good mechanical condition.
Bighlandg
Nobody can find any work and no
Thomaston
No reasonable ofTer refused. E. C.
Notary Public Tel. 84-2
ArtIgUc Memorlalt In Stone
body has any money.—Dunbar's Probate Bonds
TEAGUE, Warren. Phone 13-42 Warren.
76’It
1228-tf
1. Walter Strout Alfred M. Strout
72*77
Weekly.
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: LOST AND FOUND ;

HAPPINESS WEEK

“THUNDER BELOW”

WANTED

STRAND

* KELLYS _

FOR SALE

6

HAPPINESS WEEK

REAL ESTATE

ROCKLAND

J

PARK and STRAND

! MISCELLANEOUS ;

DOUBLE YOUR

PLEASURE

Summer Cottages

The Men’s Shop

Happiness Week

at PARK and STRAND THEATRES

Electric Refrigerator
$0050 and up

‘

HOUSE-SHERMAN,

INC.

AUTOMOBILES

♦
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ANOTHER BIG SALE
at FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

2

rJILf

£5 OPERATIVE

Remember the wonderful values you have had before at Fuller-Cobb-Davis’? During “Happiness Week,” be
ginning Monday, June 27th, continuing to Saturday, July 2nd, inclusive, we are offering another BIG SALE—
New Summer Merchandise at the New Lower Prices. This sale is store-wide—and we are giving here
a small representative list of the many bargains we are offering during this sale—

DRESSES

BOYS’ SWEATERS

COATS

Pure Worsted.

ONE LOT MISSES' DRESSES—
Georgettes, Printed Silks, Plain Colors. Values up to $19.50.
During This Sale At—

$6.95
LADIES' and MISSES’ PASTEL COLORED SILK SPORT DRESSES

Reduced To—

$4.65

$1.88

1 Lot Polo Coats, newest models ...................................................

14 50

I

Lot Dress Coats, blue, black, tan, all sizes up to 50, 10.00 &

12.50

1

Green Polo Coat, size 1 8, 1 6.50.

Now .....................................

10.50

Regular 1.50 and 2.00 Value
To Clear—

1 Tan Dress Coat, size 38, 16.50.

Now .....................................

10.00

100 Boxes St. Denis Dusting Powder,

10.00

Medium Green Coat, Broadtail Collar, size 18; formerly
25.00. Now............................

10.00

Swagger Model Tweed Coats, green, size 18, 18, 16, new
spring models; reduced to ........................................................

5.00

I

Polo Cloth Coat, natural tan shade, size 14 ..........................

5.00

I

Polo Cloth Coat, natural tan shade, size 12 ........... ...............

5.00

Girls’ Polo Cloth Coats, size 8 years ..................................................

5.00

Girls’ Polo Cloth Coats, size 12 years...............................................

5.00

WHITE COATS
Polo Cloth and Diagonal Weaves. Lined and Unlincd Models.
All New Summer Styles
All Sizes

/
Service and Chiffon Weight

$5.95 $8.95 $10.00 up to $16.50
$10.00

$12.50

$15.00

Society
In addition to personal notes reeardlng departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ... -..............
770 or 794

Mrs. A. S. Littlefield entertained at
luncheon and bridge Thursday at the
Thorndike Hotel, it being one of the
most charming social events of the
early summer season. Two of the
large upstairs rooms were opened for
Mrs. Littlefield's use, and the beauti
ful flowers from the gardens of Mrs.
J. O. Stevens which formed the
decorations, and the delicious lunch
eon were personally supervised by
Mrs. E. M. O'Neil. There were 25
guests, there being four tables of
contract and two of auction, with two
prizes at each table.

Leon Small, Ronald Smith anti
Elliot Smith of Isle au Haut were
in the city Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Archer M. Robbins
and daughter Dorothy of Portland
arc spending the weekend with Mr.
Robbins’ mother, Maple street.

Mrs. J. H. Varney of New York city
is the guest of Mrs. Fannie Bickmorc, Rankin street.

Mrs. Henry Gardner nnd baby
daughter, Joan, have left Knox Hos
pital, and returned to their home,
Stanley place.

Miss Marguerite deRochemont ls
at Camp Marqua, Poland Spring,
where she is a delegate from Colby
College to the New England States
Y.W.C.A.
Mrs. H. H. McIntyre, formerly cf
Rockland, passing through with her
9-months-old daughter, Janet, Wed
nesday, on her way to her mother’s
home in Belfast, called on friends
here. Mr. McIntyre with their son.
Sterling, is visiting relatives in Cari
bou while recuperating from a recent
appendicitis operation. The other
children, Bernard. Shirley and Herb
ert, are remaining at the family resi
dence in East Orange, N. J., where
Bernard has just graduated from
High School.
------------------RENT a Radio for Summer Camp
or Cottage. House-Sherman. Inc..
442 Main St.. (At the Brook) Majestic
nnd Philco Radios.—adv.
73-74 &76-S-82

Stationery—Boxed Papers and Correspondence Cards; values
75c to 1.25. Special at,

48c

1 LOT KNIT SUITS
Green, Yellow, Eggshell, Red, Blue, Henna. Val. from 10.75 to $15

$7.95

Special For This Sale At—

1 LOT SLIP-ON SWEATERS
Sizes 34 to 38. Values to 2.95
$1.15
Special At—

Summer Felts, Pastel and White.
Panamas, all styles and sizes,
Straw Softies, reduced to,
No Seconds

S. & H. GREEN STA’MPS
Twenty-five members of the
Methebesec Club, several of whom
were accompanied by their chtldren,
had a delightful outing Thursday at
the cottage of Mrs. Alice Karl, Me
gunticook Lake. Mrs. Irving Pettingell of Fre—»jrt was a special
guest. Basket lunch was served at
noon, and the afternoon was devoted
to sewing, cards apd to “the great
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Read and outdoors.”
daughter Helen of Belfast, in the
city today to attend the Orne-Smith
Mrs. W. W. Gregory of Center
wedding, will be accompanied on street is visiting her sister, Mrs. J. G.
their return home by Mrs. Read's Keller in Milton, Mass., for a few
mother. Mrs. C. E. Bicknell, who will days.
visit tljem for two weeks.
Miss Winola Richan who recently
The Scribblers Club meets Monday returned from Boston University
at 2 p. m. at the home of Mr?. leaves Sunday for West Ossipee, N.
Blanche Heald Ellsworth, Rockport. H., where she will be director of dra
matics and music for the month of
Mrs. Earle MacWilliams of Chest July at Camp Huckins.
nut street was hostess to the T Cluo
last evening.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone were in
Augusta Wednesday. Mr. Stone at
Out of town people in the city to tended a meeting of telephone offi
attend the Orne-Smith wedding this cials.
afternoon include Mr. and Mrs. Nor
man Read and daughter Helen of
Miss Frances Chatto completed her
Belfast; Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Mc course at Gray's Business College.
Dougall and Mrs. Sarah Billings, of Portland, yesterday, and returns
Portland; Dr. and Mrs. Linwood T. home today.
Rogers of Fort Fairfield; Miss Con
stance Chalmers of Bangor; Frank
Mrs. Oscar Stuart of Kennebunk is
Harlow of Old Town; Miss Louise slowly recovering from a very seri
Adams of Wiscasset.
ous operation which kept her ln a
Boston hospital for two months. Miss
Mrs. Irving Pettingell of Freeport, Arlene Chaples goes to Kennebunk
and mother, Mrs. Clara St. Clair cf the coming week to be with Mrs.
Portland, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Stuart and to assist Mr. Stuart in
E. E. Stoddard, Grove street.
his church activities, Miss Chaples
having been trained for this work at
Avard L. Richan and family of Au the Boston Bible School.
burn arrive today to spend a week at
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Murray, Talbot
Cooper’s Beach.
avenue, have as guest over the week
The Corner Club enjoyed bridge end Mrs. Myron O. Lord of Limerick.
yesterday afternoon at the Gonia cot
Earl and Donald Haskell spent
tage, Crescent Beach.
Thursday in Charleston, Me.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Spear enter
Miss Beatrix Clements a graduate
tained the Friday Night Club with nurse. Is at the home of Mrs. Annie
supper and cards at Moody's Whim. B. Douglks. Mrs. Ellen Nickerson
Georges River.
who has been with Mrs. Douglas the
past fortnight is with Mrs. Arthur
Mrs. George Palmer took her Sun Clough, Limerock street.
day School class of boys on a de
lightful outing Tuesday at the Paint
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Houten of
ers’ Camp. Nobleboro, the jolly good Dorchester. Mass . were recent guests
time lasting from 8 to 8. Bathing, of Mrs. D. W. Clark, 18 Jefferson
outdoor sports and games and bas street.
ket lunch formed the chief diver
sions. Those present were Dicky
Arthur B. Richardson and family
Marsh. Charles Toner, Raymond of London sail from England July 16
Fogarty, Donald Marriner, Edward on the Steamship Britannic, expect
Williamson, Kenneth Post, Toppy ing to arrive in Boston July 24. They
Bird, Stuart MacAlman, Ralph and will come directly to Rockland, where
Roland Thompson, Billy Bicknell, after visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Wiljo Choate and George Huntley.
R. Richardson. Park street, for a
time, they will occupy the Osgood
Downyflake doughnuts for sale. Gilbert cottage at Crescent Beach
House to house delivery. Watch for for several weeks. Mr. Richardson's
my car. Also on sale at Trainer’s son. Albert will graduate from West
Restaurant. Daniel Howard. Tel. minster in July. Just prior to their
sailing.
564-J.
72-76

50c

Millinery—All New Summer Hats

Specially Purchased

Regular 1.00 Vlaue

69c

Special At—

68c

.

MEN’S TIES

CORDUROY SLACKS
Red, Orange, Beige, White
d* Q QC

HOSE

•

DNE RACK OF COATS REDUCED TO—

$1.29

Special At—

9.75

1 >. Dark Blue Crepe Coat, Lapin F ur Collar, size 36; formerly
25.00. Now.....................................................................................

Sizes 34 to 40.

Maroon, Red, Black and Green.

.................................................

3

For Street and Sport Wear—
Specially Priced At—

Small Lot of Tweed Coats, misses’ sizes; values to 16.50 $10.00

I Lot Polo Coats, newest models

1

LARGE LOT WOMEN’S COTTON DRESSES
Eyelet, Linens, Piques.

1

CZ>

Now,

$1.95
$1.00, $1.95, $2.95
75c

Double Discount Stamps on Milli nery Purchases All Through This
Sa le

S. & H. GREEN STAMPS
Mrs. G. A. Lawrence and daugh
ters, Misses Ruth and Mary Law
rence, returned Thursday from
Rochester, N. Y., where Mrs. Law
rence and Mary attended commence
ment at the Eastman School of
Music, Ruth being one of the gradu
. Les Bijous met Monday evening ates.
with Mrs. Walter Kimball, Brick
Mrs. Frank L. Berry and Mrs.
street Miss Susan Spear registering
Leola Rose gave a bridge luncheon
highest score.
Wednesday at Mrs. Berry's home on
Miss Margaret
Bartlett, who Broadway, their guests being 12 ladles
teaches In Omaha, Neb., Is at her from Portland.
South Thomaston home for the sum
Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Miss Daphne
mer. Thursday she was the guest o
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar H. Emery at Winslow, Mrs. H. H. Flint and Mrs.
George Glidden motored to Port
Bar Harbor,
land Thursday and were guests for
Reservations for the public bridge the day of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Mars
party to be given at the Elks Home ton.
Wednesday evening may be arranged
by calling the clubhouse. Playing
Mrs. Lucia Burpee ts occupying her
will begin at 8 o'clock, and the pro cottage at Lucia Beach.
ceeds will be used to purchase fire
works for the Fourth’s grand cele
Mrs. Annie Alexander and Mrs.
bration.
Eliza Arey, who have been spending
the winter in Rochester, N. Y., have
Rev. and Mrs. George H. Welch returned. Mrs. Arey, accompanied by
and children, Jane and Paul, have Mr. and Mrs. Mont Arey of Roches
been at Ferry Beach for the week.
ter, will spend the summer at their
home on Vinalhaven.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harrington of
Brewer were guests Sunday of Mrs.
Miss Ruth Rich and Walter Rich
Harrington's mother, Mrs. Nutt, Pine of Isle au Haut have been guests of
Mr; and Mrs. Fred Snowman.
street.

Mrs. Josephine Grover, Miss Mabel
Seavey, Ralph Conant, and daughter,
Mrs. Walter Fickett, attended the
United Baptist Convention in Ban
gor. Wednesday from the Littlefield
Memorial Church.

Mrs. Miles Hagen (Isabel Smith
and mother. Mrs. Charles Driscoll, of
Brockton, Mass., nave returned after
a 10 days' visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Sukeforth. Masonic street.

All who plan to attend the Rubin
stein Club outing at the Wooster
House, Hallowell, Wednesday, should
notify Mrs. Lvdia Storer or Mrs.
Dorothy Smalley not later than
Monday;, also those having trans
portation to offer or desiring trans
portation.
Mrs. Joyce Lehing and mother,
Mrs. Richardson, are returning to
Rutherford. N. J., after a week's stay
at the Copper Kettle.
Mrs. Flora Richardson and Miss
Laura Tolman of Winchester. Mass .
arrive today to be guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Collamore, Camden road,
for a week.

Mrs. Ruth Bird and son Christo
pher, accompanied bv Mrs. Bird's
niece. Janet Keene, of Montclair, N.
J„ arrived yesterday to visit Mr. and
Mrs. H. O. Gurdy, Masonic street.
Mrs. W. S. Rounds entertained the
chairmen of the various women's
committees of the Congregational
Church Wednesday at her home on
Beech street. The time was largely
devoted to outlining the year's work
and discussing plans.
Tea was

served.

Mrs. Carl Gray Sr., of Omaha is j Degrees were conferred upon G
at the Gray home at Stone's Point I Walter Kimball and Everett Femald
after spending several days in Law-' at the meeting of Miriam Rebekah
renceviile, N. J., where she attended ; Lodge Tuesday evening.
graduation exercises at the academy.;
from which her grandson, Carl Gray,I Miss Anne Blackington is motoring
3rd, was a graduate. She was Joined, te Boston today and on return will
there by her husband who will remain 1 be accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Wil
at the summer home in Cushing for liam Graves of Malden.
a short time.
I.illa Sherman was hostess to sev
Thirty-five members of Golden. eral young friends Tuesday at an allRod Chapter were special guests at' day outing at Ash Point. A wienie
the meeting of Grace Chapter, roast, swimming and games were en
Thomaston, Wednesday evening. De joyed. Those present included Emma
grees were conferred, followed by a Harding, Catherine Black. Gertrude
Heal, Margaret Dunton, Sylvia
social hour and refreshments.
Cohen, Virginia Leach, Rose Flana
Russell Pendleton of Islesboro Is gan, Gordon Flint, Richard French,
visiting his sister Mrs. Evelyn Sher Edward Hellier, Ted Ladd. Richard
Whitmore. Howard Crockett, Joseph
man.
Emery and John Karl.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover have ns
guests Miss Carrie Bradford of Port •
COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE
land and Miss Alice Dennis of New- KNOX. SS.
June 9th. A. D. 1932.
We. the undersigned, having been duly
York and Freeport.

The Rainbow Quartet accompanied
bv seven musical messengers of th"
First Baptist Church motored to
Bangor Wednesday, giving their
weekly broadcast direct from station
WLBZ. after which they joined Rev.
J Charles MacDonald and .other rep
resentatives of the Rockland church
attending the Maine Baptist conven
tion, where the musicians sang two
selections. They were warmly re
L. H. Hamilton of Bloomfield, N. J., ceived, and obliged to answer several
who has been visiting his sisters-in- recalls.
law, Mrs. Emilv Murray and Mrs.
Miss Janice Pillsbury has returned
E. B. Hall returned home Friday
morning accompanied by his niece from a visit with her grandmother,
Miss Barbara Murray who will spend Mrs. M. F. Lenfest, in Vinalhaven.
her vacation there.
Miss Ida Brown of Melrose, Mass.,
Mrs. Filena Rhoades Pierce of was overnight guest of Mrs. Evelyn
Allston .Mass... ls guest of her sister Sherman Tuesday on her way to Dark
Mrs. F. A. Maxey for a few days. Harbor to open her cottage for the
She leaves July 11 for San Francisco summer. She was accompanied bv
where she will make her home with Mrs. Frances Hall who will be her
her uncle, Noel Rhoades, the coming guest for ten days.
year.
Miss Annie Russell, the renowned
Mrs. I ucius York entertained the actress, has opened her summer home
F. and F. Club at bridge Friday aft in Rockport for the season.
ernoon, honors going to Mrs. Willis
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Comstock are
Anderson, Mrs. York and Mrs Eliza
visiting relatives in Tenant’s Harbor
beth Murray.
for the weekend.
The public bridge party at the Elks
Home next Wednesday night will
Priscilla, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
have tables also for “63” and whist. Forrest Brazier, celebrated her 10th
Buffet lunch will be served. The birthday Thursday afternoon by en
affair is sponsored by the American tertaining several of her young
Legion to raise Fourth of July funds. friends at her home on Waldo ave
nue. Games, two birthday cakes and
In the list of honors named in the ice cream were features. Priscilla’s
graduating class at Bowdoin College guests were Virginia Donohue. Fern
appears the name of John Creighton Britto, Marjorie and Barbara Rob
Jr. of Thomaston, graduating cum inson, Janice Farnham, Leatrice
laude.
Nutt, Jane and Ruth Packard,
Clarabelle and Betty Leach. Gladys
The last shipment of Goldfish at Quimby and Herbert Brazier. Other
the Crie Giftshop is the finest w? guests were Arlene Gray, Mrs. H N.
have ever had—and prices as low as Brazier and Mrs. Ralph Nutt. Mrs.
10 cents. Garden birds and Bird Brazier was assisted by Mrs. Henry
baths too—adv.
*
Farrel.

SOUTH WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Copeland .‘.pent
Tuesday evening with Fred Robin
son in Cushing.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland and
mother visited Warren Grange Tues
day evening. Ice cream and cake
were served at the close of the meet
ing in honor of Frank Berry's birth
day anniversary.
The Grange Circle met witn Mrs.
Laura Copeland Wednesday with in
vited guests from the Social Club in
West Warren. Two long tables were
set on the lawn and 47 partook of the
tempting viands, consisting of shore
greens, meats, salads, pics, cakes and
coffee. In the afternoon sports were
enjoyed. The next meeting will be
in the hall in two weeks on Thursday
afternoon with lunch served.
Mrs. O. A Copeland and Mr. and
Mrs. A. R. Jordan are spending a few
days in Bangor, guests of Mr. and
Mrs. L. B. Wood.
The Grange meeting Thursday
evening was well attended. Members
of White Oak and of Everett.
Mass, were present. This was the
last night of the contest and as the
score was not added it has not been
decided which side won. There will
be work next Thursday evening of the
first and second degrees and a Fourth
of July program.
Kenneth Fales has painted his
buildings and adding much to the at
tractiveness of the place.

appointed by the Honorable Melzer T
Crawford. Judge of Probate within Riid
for said County. Commissioners to re
ceive and decide upon the claims of the
creditors of R L. Knowlton, late of
Rockland. In said County, deceased,
whose estate has been represented In
solvent. hereby give public notice, agree
ably to the order of the said Judge of
Probate, that six months from nnd afler
June 7th. 1932 have been allowed to said
creditors to present and prove thelr
claims, and that we will attend to the
duty assigned us as said Commissioners
at the Probate Court room In said Rockand. on the sixth day of July. 1932. and
on the seventh day of December. 1932
at 10 of the clock In the forenoon of
each of said days.
JEROME C. BURROWS
Ned Atkins of Pittsfield was in the
E. C. PAYSON
city yesterday looking up old friends.
10-S-78
Commissioners.

“MICKEY AND HIS MA”
--------------------- 7 7
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“Some things bring joy for the moment, but
fine furnishings in a peison's home is a joy
forever.” I don't know about the forever
part, but Mora 'n Pa are still pleased wLh
everything they got at Studley’s years ago.

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

COMPLETE
61 PARK

HOME

SL.

FURNISHINGS

ROCKLAND.MAINE
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In The Revolutionary War
These

Every-Other-Dajf
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Were the Coast

Guard Companies

Containing Knox County Men
FOREWORD

In the preceding articles on “British and Tory
Marauders on the Penobscot,’’ references are frequent
to the companies of American volunteers, who guarded
the exposed places on the Penobscot River and Bay.
Many of the men composing these companies have
descendants who take pride in their ancestors’ military
service in the Revolution.

Through the courtesy of Mr. E. L. Vinal of Boston,
formerly of Vinalhaven, Maine, who has kindly volun
teered to copy the muster and pay rolls of these Revolu
tionary coast guard companies, now on file in the
archives in the State House in Boston, I am able to
reproduce them here and do so without changing the quaint spelling of
manv familiar names, which are copied just as they appear on the original
rolls.
These rolls have never before been published in full, and are a note
worthy addition to the history of the Penobscot region during the Revolu
tionary period. 1 trust they will find favor with the numerous readers of
The Courier-Gazette, who have been entertained and instructed by the
historical sketches, and many of whom have been so kind to me personally
in their expressions of appreciation.
Edward K. Gould

[SECOND INSTALLMENT]

Captain Jacob Ludwig's Company was raised on the St. Georges River and
Broad Bay (Waldoboro). It went in November to Machias and did garrison
duty there through the winter of 1777, from Oct. 7 to Dee. 22.

Jacob Ludwig,
William Farnsworth,
Jacob Winchenbach,
Jonathan Nevers,
Caleb Howard,
Gotfry Bornhimer,
Peter Hill,
Andrew Knowlton,

Capt.
1st Lieut.
2nd Lieut.
Ensign
Serg.

Corp.

Privates
Michael Andrew
Francis Young
Ebenezer Jamison
Charles Jamison
Ebenezer Davis
John Hofman
John Brazur
Loring Cushing
Joshua Smith

William Miller
Gotfry Hofses
Henry Oberlock
Valintine Mink
John Werner
John Winchenbach
Henry Fortin
Andrew Malcom
Isair Sarges

Jacob Ludwig's Company detached from Colonel Mason Wheaton's Regi
ment for coast defence. Sept. 21 to Nov. 1, 1779.

Jacob Ludwig.
Jacob Winchenbach,
Gotfry Bornhiemer,

Capt.
Lieut.
Berg.

Privates
Martin Hiseler
Christian Hofses
John Werner
Solim Mink
Henry Walch
Christian Smith
Jonathan Stover
Joseph Ludwig
Paul Mink

George Hofses
Charles Oberlock
Christopher Walch
Conrad Hier
Henry Miller
Charles Kaler
Peter Walch
Philip Mink
Mathias Heabner

Captain Benjamin Lemont's Company, Colonel John Allen’s Regiment
raised for the defence of Machias, Oct. 1, 1777.

Benjamin Lemont
John Ballard,
Robart Lemont,
Thomas Buttler,
Oliver Smith,
Samuel Lemont,
Isaac Collier,
Elisha Shaw,
Ebenezer Woodard,
Moses Williams,
Joseph Gray,
Nathaniel Fails,
William Brown,
William Cinnel,

Capt.
1st Lieut.
2d Lieut.
Ensign
Sergt.
••
It

••
Corp.

Fifer
Drums

Atwood Falls
Pall Shorncick
James Simonton
John Gross
Luce Ogear
Peter Ogear
Phineas Thompson
Abraham Ogear
Peter Oat
John Hilt
Bristo Ballard
William McKlelan
Tobias HUI

Captain Thomas Starret’s Company detached from Colonel Mason
Wheaton's Regiment and stationed at Glen Cove, Rockport, June 25 to July
5, 1779.

Thomas Starrett,
Zebedee Simons,
Hugh Kilsey,
George Shanks,
William Robinson,
Jacob Ward,
Seth Vose,
Stephen Peabody,
Samuel Counce,
Andrew Starrs,
Henry Barrett,

Capt.
1st Lieut.
2d Lieut.
Sergt.

Corp.

Privates
John Fitzjrel
Lemuel Sisatlon
Paul Mink
Silvester Prince
John Varner
Henry Miller
Francis Vinal
Henry Ewell
Valentine Mink
Henry Overlock
Andrew Gendner
John Wingenbac
George Hofses
Levi Russel
Elijah Bradford
Charles Filer
Paul Mink
William Larmond
Daniel Rockas
James Craford

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

Privates

Abel Cole
Andrew Robinson
Benj. Blackston
Benj. Winslow
Benj. Welthren
Benj. Wotten
Benj. Gorden
Eleazer Gay
Charles Jameson
David Nutt
Eliphat Rollngs
Ezra Pitcher
George Ulmer
Joseph Hussey
Joseph Robinson, Jr.
Jacob Robinson
James Cox
James Clark
Joseph Davis
John Breasure
John Gordon
John Grace
Lemuel Thayer-Thain

Reuben Robinson
Robert Robinson
Richard Webber
Nat’l. Rawlings Jr.
Nat'l. Pitcher
Wm. Robinson
Wm. Read
Wm. Mott
Wm. Simmonton
Wm. Davis
James Morton
Peter Hilt
Peter Ott
Benj. Winslow
John Ballard
John Rawlings
James Sweetland
Andrew Wells
Bust
Joseph Hussey
John Reed
James Hall
Thomas Baston
Wm Burton

SPECIAL OFFER to JULY 30

a new

1932
for

Electric $
Ranges

<1

Privates
John Mickels,
Joseph Woodard
William Gatthell
Stephen Ridout
Nathaniel Ham
Benjamin Gatthell
William Douttey
Nathaniel Bassel
Jonathan Williams
Nathaniel Gatthell
Humphrey Purinton
Stephen Hinckley
Samuel Fails

ing as hostess. The evening was
ISLE AU HAUT
cloudy and cool but the members
Arnold
Cranston
and Ted Plummer
were all warmed
ud
for
the
occasion.
«
..
..
v
wwuku up iwi uk uvuuoiuu. Q{ South _
gudbury,
Mass., are guests
of Mrs. John Turner.
Ralph Heald of Belfast was a busi
Matinicus Rock
Hello to keepers along the coast ness visitor in town this week.
Walter Rich, Ruth Rich, Elliott
We have had lot of fog here the past
What our ltghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
Smith, Donald Smith and Leon
week.
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
Well, the great fight is over, Guess ' SmaB spent Wednesday and Thurs
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
Max and Jack left their right hands day in Rockland.
Margaret Lufkin was in Bath last
in their training camp, and boys,
what a decision. Would rather hear week and attended the commence
ment exercises of the High School.
Portland Breakwater
then had made his home in McKin the wrestling matches Thursday Her nephew Franklin Morse was a
night
from
the
Boston
Arena,
De
On the afternoon of June 16 a ley. Other stations he was on were
member ol the graduating class.
party of friends and members of the Saddleback, Goose Rocks and Great Gline, and Jim Browning. More kick
Mrs. Herbert Morse and little
in
five
minutes
then
there
was
in
the
family arrived at this station and Duck Island.
whole 15 rounds of the championship ?““8h,tert Ba:bara ^turned to Port• V • •
gave a surprise supper of lobsters and
fight. They talk about depression, ‘and ,last we„ek’
spending the
fixings for the anniversary of the
Perkins Island
but look at the cash that fight is
two weeks with her parents, Mr.
wedding of Keeper and Mrs. P. L
I anb MrI' °eor8,e CTbS,
Fred Osgood has joined the Str.) taking out of this country.
Marr. Those in the party were Mr. NJorth, Capt. Ford Davis of MonheMr. Choate made quite a trip in
CeC,u6 clen’ei>*s °f Southwest
and Mrs. Howard Noyes. Mrs. Her gan for the seining season.
his new boat. He left the station for I Harbor ls the &uest of her aunt, Mrs.
bert Noyes and son Walker, Alton
The Osgoods’ daughter Mrs. Robert j Rockland to meet the Boston boat Everett Robinson.
Noyes and Mrs. Evelyn Webb. The
Victor Prescott and son David are
Barlow
and son Robert of East J when Mrs. Choate arrived from Bos
large chocolate cake was made by
visiting Mrs. Sarah Hamilton at
ton.
Then
to
Bluehill
where
Mr.
Boothbay
are
visiting
at
the
light.
Mrs. Herbert Noyes.
Duck Harbor.
Mrs. Osgood came home June 17 Choate’s mother has been ill. They
Callers at this station June 19 were
Mrs. Augustus Eustis and children
have
now
returned
to
the
station.
Mrs. Johnston, Miss Maud Johnston, j from Bath where she has been durMiss Hilda Thompson spent a Elizabeth, Margaret and Freddie of
Capt. and Mrs. John N. Burrows, I ing the school term with Leona who
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Marr and daugh ! attends Morse High.
Rachel Robinson.
!t0 spend the SUBlmer at Point Lookters Doris and Beatrice. Mrs. Her 1 The girls have a baby woodchuck
Powers hopes Mr. and Mrs. ou,;)„
_
bert Webb, Mrs. Herbert Noyes, son for a pet, a funny creature that re A.Keeper
J. Beal of White Head enjoy their !.
Iotte T°r,eJ °f Bo3ton
Walker and daughter Greta.
sembles a bear, rat and squirrel. He new par Mr anrt Mr; Pnwerc will U 31 t"e ArdenSea for the Summer.
Mrs. P. L. Marr attended the cir isn't a dry as he won’t drink water, new car. Mr. and Mrs. Powers will
Herman Gross of Medford, Mass ,
leave July 2 for their vacation, when
cus in South Portland June 20.
but he loves sour milk.
arrived this week and will spend the
they
plan
to
visit
Bar
Harbor,
ManMr. McClelan of Canajoharie,
summer with his aunt, Mrs. U. S.
The vegetable garden here is doing
N. Y. was a caller at this station one fine, but the keeper has to carry set, Boston and Worcester.
Grant.
Well
the
news
around
here
is
not
day recently while taking in the water a long way to water it.
The interior of the church has been
much,
25
miles
out
on
a
rocky
ledge.
sights in Portland and vicinity. He
thoroughly repaired and redecorated,
The new green light recently in
also called at Portland Head but see stalled at Popham Beach shows up Would like to hear how Mrs. Fickett and it will be open for services Sun
is making out driving Sammy, I be
ing the keeper slung up on a white well.
lieve that is what she calls her new day. Rev. William C. Hamm of New
wash stage, would not ask admit
Seals are very plentiful In the river car. Best wishes to au“along “the i Haven wiH Serve as Pastor a8am this
tance.
i tpason.
just now as there are lots of herring. coast.
• • • •
• • • •
Miss Helen Smith who entered
• • • •
Little River
Knox Hospital nearly two weeks ago
Portland
Head
Heron Neck
Mrs Corbett is leaving for Roque
for an appendicitis operation is rnakMrs. Sterling and Mrs. Hilt attend
Bluffs where site will spend a few
Clarence Bennett who has been at-; in8 Rood progreess toward recovery,
ed
the
Good
Timers
Club
picnic
at
days with her mother Mrs. Ruth
tending University of Maine is home and will b? discharged from the hos
Peaks Island last Wednesday.
Johnson.
for the summer vacation and has pital today, Saturday.
Mr and Mrs. Thayer Sterling started trawl fishing.
In a few days Jack Lyons is ex
Doris Barter is employed at the
pected here to work on the light, through the courtesy of Miss Martha
The tender Hibiscus called at the home of Mrs John Turner.
which has been a fixed light for Martin, a graduate, were present at station June 17 and left a new hot
about a month.
the South Portland High School water heater.
SPRUCE HEAD
The keeper has been making use of graduation exercises last Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. A. Bennett wish to
Mrs. Forrest Maynard and sons
the bell machine for the past few afternoon.
express their deepest sympathy to William and Calvin of Milton, Mass.,
days, as it has been foggy.
Robert Sterling and his chums are Keeper and Mrs Conarv of Mark are at their new cottage, Burke's
Keeper Corbett has hauled up his warming up at the game of croquet.
Island Light in the death of their Point, for the summer.
power boat for repairs.
Willard Hilt and Albert Martin daughter Alice.
Miss Ruby Colby returned Tuesday
keep busy paddling their punt
Haldor Torfason was a recent to Rockland after visiting a few days
Cape Neddick
around the shore.
guest at the station.
with her father here. Chester Colby
In Last week's mail Keeper and
Richard Clifford, and sister Doris is with his father for the summer.
Chester Moreshead of Brighton
Mrs E. L. Coleman received a letter avenue, Mr. and Mrs. John Archam- Clifford of Vinalhaven and Miss' Mrs. Estelle G. Perry entertained
from Mrs. Emily Howe telling of an i beau of Portland, and Miss Faustina Nanina Comstock and niece Elaine, June 22 at her summer cottage, The
ill turn Capt. Howe had suffered, and W. Robinson, R.N., of East Pepperell, Risteen of Thomaston were visitors Friendly Home, Spruce Head, Mrs.
in a newspaper of June 19 they read | Mass., called on the Hilts recently.
at the light on June 18.
I Amelia C. Robinson, Mrs. Hattie E.
that his death had since occurred.
Keeper Wells of Saddleback sent' Roberts. Mrs. Helen Hadley, all o£
Mrs. Thayer Sterling entertained
Capt. Howe was in the lighthouse Miss Mary Toothaker at dinner last the Bennetts a generous sample of t Machias; Mrs. Lucy Cole Simmons
service 15 years, lacking a few months, Sunday. Callers were Mr. and Mrs. his dried pollock and they were much and Miss Augusta L. Rokes of Union,
Mrs. Perry’s cousin Mrs. C. A. Silck
Muster roll of a company under command of Captain Benjamin Plummer, and this was his last station. In James Hall of Somerville, Mass., and enjoyed.
Joyce Bennett is visiting relatives
Massachusetts is staying with her
stationed at St. Georges for the defence of the seacoast March 5 to Sept. January 1930 when Keeper and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Dan Cunningham of St.
Coleman returned from 15 days leave John's street, Portland.
in Manset,
for the summer.
6, 1776.
cf absence they came to the Nubble
------------------Albert Maker and family have
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Hilt entertained
until a chance offered to go to Boon
STATE GAS TAX
I moved from Clark Island into the
Eenjamin Plummer.
Capt.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Myrtland
Robinson
and
Island, and Capt. Howe rowed across
-------, Williamson house on Millett hill.
Joseph Robinson,
1st Lieut.
after them; and it was the last time ! youngest son of East Rochester,
Frank H. Holley, state tax assessor.
Mrs. Inez Rackliff spent the day
N.
H.
William
Robinson
of
ThomasJames Thompson,
2nd Lieut .
he ever rowed a boat. He also went
said Thursday that expense incurred i Thursday with Mrs. George Snow,
1
ton,
and
Miss
Faustina
Robinson
of
up in the tower that night and
John Robinson,
by his department in collecting the' Several from this place attended
Sergt.
showed Mr. Coleman how to run the ! East Pepperell and St. George last state gasolene tax the first five the circus Wednesday in Rockland,
Nat’l Rollngs,
new I O. V. Lamp Type A. and it was Tuesday. This was Mr. and Mrs. months of this year was $8,899. a sav- ) Milledge Randall returned Wednes••
Wm. Farnsworth,
the last time he was ever in the Robinson’s first visit to the light, and ing of $5382 compared with the 1931 , day to White Head after 48 hours’ libMich'l Ryan,
Corp.
tower Additional Keeper Truman it was also his birthday celebration, collection costs of $14,282 for the like ei'ty spent with his family here,
The Chestnut Street M. E. Church period.
»
Lathrop was sent here to relieve him
Isaac Washburn,
i
------------------so he could go to the Marine Hospital Triur.um Class held a picnic supper
------------------How can saloons come back if gas
Eph’m Dillins,
in Portland. He recovered and re and meeting last Thursday evening
Al Smith just doesn't choose not stations and drug stores have ail the
Isaiah Cole,
Drums
signed from the service and since J at the light with Mrs. Thayer Sterl- to run.—The Pathfinder.
! corners?—Toledo Blade.
John Young.
Isaac Farnsworth.
Fifer

and modification. It has no legal or
real meaning in the Republican plank
unless it is construed as modification.
Holds First Picnic of Season Ratification by direct popular vote ls
under the Constitution.
and Hears J. C. Burrows impossible
The legislatures or conventions of
three-fourth s of the States must
on Prohibition Proposals
ratify an amendment before it can be
The initial picnic of the Woman's come a part of the constitution. The
Educational Club was held Tuesday 18th amendment can be changed in
only this manner. An amendment may
with the secretary, Mrs. Winifred be submitted by resolution of two
Horton, at 219 Cedar street, an after- , thirds of both houses of Congress or
noon meeting with more than 30 pres by a constitutional convention called
ent. Interesting reports on the mem by Congress on application of the
bership gleaning were given. Mrs. legislatures of two thirds of the states
Rebecca Ingraham is the banner
“Modification is a definite measure.
gleaner at present. A lively discussion It is sponsored and favored by the
on interesting topics was held, Mrs. Wickersham Commission, by Gov.
Annie I. Flint, Miss Lucy Rhodes. Mrs. Roosevelt, Alfred E. Smith, Newton
Minnie Miles, Mrs. Young, Mrs. Re D. Baker, Gov. Ritchie and John
becca Ingraham and Mrs. Etta San Raskob. It simply means that the
born being among the speakers. At States will determine whether or not
6 o'clock a box lunch was served liquor will be legal within their own
and the good things the mystery boxes borders with the United States conand baskets contained were supple j trolling the manufacture and trans
mented. with hot coffee. The presi portation.
dent announced there would soon be
“Repeal is favored by Nicholas Mur
another picnic. All who care to par ray Butler and Senator Bingham. If
ticipate in these picnics are asked to i the law is repealed we would still have
send in their names and admission j prohibition in one form or another in
fees.
| 33 States and one third of the con
Jerome C. Burrows was the evening tinental area of the U. S. would still
speaker.
be dry. The Webb-Kenyon law passed
“Prohibition" he said, “is an issue, (in 1913 prohibits the importation of
but it is more of an economic issue liquor into dry states.
than a political issue. For the first
“Before prohibition approximately
time in history both major political 2.000.000,000 gallons were consumed:
parties are making moves towards the now approximately 1,000,000.000 gals,
a constitutional j These figures were compiled bv the
amendment of
amendment.
! Association Against the Prohibition
“Four things can be done—Reten Amendment on one side and Prohibi
tion, resubmission, modification and j tion Commissioner James Doran on
repeal.
the other side, with the above figures
"Retention ls favored by the Anti- for an average."
Saloon League. The Methodist Board
of Temperance. Prohibition and
PARADISE AND HELL
Morals: Allied Force of Prohibition
C. E. Blackburn has received a let
and The National Prohibition Board
of Strategy with such individuals as ter from Paradise and another from
Bishop James Cannon Jr., Dr. Clar Hell. He hastened to add, however,
ence True Wilson, Dr. Daniel Poling J the missives were from Paradise.
and F. Scott McBride Some who fa Arizona and Hell. Sweden. It is a
vor retention are willing for submis hobby with Blackburn, a depot news
sion. All demand a oetter substitute company manager, to collect unusual
when prohibition is repealed. AU say postoffice cancelled envelopes. He
that the sooner it is out of issue the I has hundreds from oddly named
better for aU. All claim that reten- I places the world over.
tion ls the simplest form of solving ! If Mr. Blackburn is seeking friendthe present problem.
1 ly postmarks he could obtain FriendWlthout a proposal for modifica ship, Union and Hope in Knox Coun
tion or repeal resubmission to the peo ty. and Freedom, Harmony and Lib
ple would be of no effect. The term is erty in Waldo County. There’s no
simply used to indicate a desire for Hell in either of those districts.
popular opinion to express Itself. The
What the gentlemen in Congress
Law Cannot Be Changed By Resubmisslon. It is used at present as a appear to need is exercises in reduc
sort of halfway stand between repeal ing.—Cincinnati Times-Star.

EDUCATIONAL CLUB

Archabald Anderson
William Myntyer
John Spear
John Hendley
Elibrim Libby
John Libby
Matthew Watson
James Watson
Micke Packard
Jonathan Nutting
Jacob Hilor
Andrew Malcom
Joseph Robinson
John Stadely
Moses Haws
Daniel Mors
Oliver Robbins
Daniel Races
John Miller
David Watson
Jeramlah Tolman

Capt. Eleazer Crabtree’i Company raised for the del nee and protection of
the Fox Islands and places adjacent from the first day of September, 1779.
Service from September 5 to December 5, 1779.

Eleazer Crabtree,
David Jenks,
John Giddlng,

Capt.Sergt.
Corp.

Including Automatic Timer, Electric Clock and
Condiment Set, completely installed

Privates
Joseph Wooster
Wilder Perry
William Robbins
James Crockett

William Cooper
John Calderwood
Thomas Cooper
Ephraim Haynes

158

Model E3593—Automatic white
and grey porcelain enamel with

READY TO USE IN YOUR HOME

latest chromium trim, beautiful
Troops under the command of Lieut. Jeremiah Colburn, In Brig. Gen.
Wadsworth's department, detached at Camden.

Jeremiah Colburn,
Mowres Clark,
Wm. Bourges,
Alex Jameson,
Wm. Colburn,
Saini. Bouges,

Jeremiah Colburn, Jr.,

Fifer

Samuel Kilpatrick
Ebenezer Burd
Alex Crawford
Sam’l. Pearson
Steven Partridge
Jona Lamson, Jr.
Benj. Gorden
Peter Oat
Comfort Barrows
Joseph Copeland
Robert Montgomery
Philip Secres
Lemuel Counce
Nathaniel Copeland

Captain Isaac Washburn’s Company of Guards, Massachusetts Militia,
stationed at Thomaston, service from March 11 to April 11, 1781.

In over a million homes women
COOL MODERN way at an

the new 1932 LOW of $1*9.

This includes installation in

| Rates

lc A MEAL PER PERSON!

There is LESS SHRINKAGE
in foods cooked electrically,
only a slight amount of water

Sliding scale rates now in use nuke elec
trie cookety continually lowet and lower
Ask to have these sliding stale rates ex
plained to you, if you are not already
familiar with them

is used in cooking vegetables,

Nath’l. Woodcock
Elip. Healey
Jonathan Smith
John Blackinton
Samuel Pales
David Fales
Thomas McLellan

economy

pictured) is being featured at

Scale

average cost of LESS THAN

Douw

This beautiful electric range (as

^Sliding

your home, ready to use

In

addition with every purchase

from now until July 30 will be

included, at no extra cost, an

and with the PERFECT CONTROL of time and

Automatic OvenTimer, Kitchen
Clock and a white enameled Condiment Set to match

temperature you never undercook or burn. You can

the range, consistingof salt, pepper,

sugar and

be away from home all morning or all afternoon yet

flour shakers . . . Now

/PxX

the electric range will have your meals prepared perfectly for you. It’s like having a maid at no extra cost,

to enjoy your electric range and PflQf
take advantage of the 1932 LOW ”

is the time

Capt.
Lieut.
Sergt.

Privates
Oliver Robbins
Otis Robbins
Samuel Brown
James Brown
James Wood
John Simonton
John Delaway

$15 80

18 monthly payments of $8.77

Electric Cookery Means positive
are now cooking this CLEAN

Privates

Isaac Washburn,
Morris Clark,
Daniel Morse,

Budget Plan

Lieut.
Sergt.

Corp.
»»

Josiah Alden
John Clark
Timothy Bachen
Isaac Irish
Jason Whitney
John Marsh
Ephraim Stemson
Richard Stimson
Daniel Black
Daniel Hickey
John Montgomery
Wm. Porterfield
Jona Lamson
James Jones

model. Has 3 plates and oven.

CENTRA
PC WE

AIHE
OMPAMY

~

